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);me, tl!t' ~tul'lrnts of ]olpt ~apst i~igq ~cqooI, bcbiade 
tlris issue nf tlre 1_Jurple anb UH1ite to tl1c 
lillll Tulapst mrn in ilF ~ernice 
Particularly to the following "vho paid the 
Supreme Sacrifice 
LEONAHD ASH\VOHTH, '41 
H.\LPH CLAPP, '41 
TIIO\IAS KANE, '42 
JOH'\f HICHARD, '40 
f:JIARLES TAYLOR, '38 
JOHN BUDWAY, '40 
JOHN CURRAN, '42 
EUGENE RANKS, '46 
JA\1ES SNODGRASS, '42 
HAROLD SLAGER, '34 
Members of the Faculties During the Past Year 
Boys' Department 
Brother Samuel, C.F.X.-Principal 
Brother Denis Joscph, C.F.X.-Heligion, French, 
Latin, History, Coach of Debate. 
Brother Leo Francis, C.F.X.-Heligion, Short-
hand, Typing, Bookkeeping. 
Brother Victor, C.F.X.-Religion, French, Latin, 
Typing, Orchestra. 
Brother Martinian, C.F.X.-Religion, Mathe-
matics, Physics, Chemistry, Aeronautics. 
Brother Canice, C.F.X.-Religion, English, His-
tory, Coach of Basketball. 
Brother Raymond, C.F.X.-Religion, ~lathe­
matics, History, Coach of Junior Varsity. 
Brother Medard, C.F.X.-Religion, English, Civ-
ics, Athletic Director, Coach of Football and 
Baseball. 
FAREWELL 
The time has come when we, the class of '45, 
must bid farewell to our Alma Mater, John Bapst 
High. For four pleasant years we have served 
her to our utmost, and now we must go forth to 
put into practice what we have learned. We have 
been privileged to enjoy a good Catholic educa-
tion. Let us show our gratitude for all that we 
have received, by going forth courageously into 
the world to live a good, upright life. 
But first we must finish the strenuous job of de-
feating our nation's enemies. This will not be an 
easy task, hut, guided by the splendid example 
of former Bapst men now in the service, and 
fortified by the principles of right living which 
we have garnered here, we shall be successful. 
When the war is over, let us return to civilian 
life and do our part in bringing peace to a hate-
filled world. We, the men of tomorrow, the back-
bone of this country, must carry mor<' than our 
share of the burden of preserving freedom and 
democracy. 
Farewell, then, to our school, to the faculty 
and the students. Let us hope and pray that we 
shall be worthy representatives of John Bapst 
High School. 
Francis Ryder •4,5 
Two 
Girls' Department 
Sister l\1. Callista- Principal 
SistN l\I. Eulalia- Heligion, French, History. 
Sist<'r l\I. Loyola- Heligion, English, French, 
Economic Geography. 
Sister l\I. Teresita- Religion, Latin, Spanish, 
Geometry. 
Sister ~1. Teresa- Heligion, English, Latin, 
Civics. 
Sister :\1. Pius- Heligion, Bookkeeping, English, 
Junior Business Training. 
Sister M. Monica-Heligion, Stenography, Typ-
ing, Commercial Law, Office Training. 
Sister l\I. Aquinas- Religion, Biology, General 
Science, Commercial Arithmetic. 
Sister l\1. Raymond-Religion, Algebra, Ad-
vanced Mathematics, American History and 
Government. 
l\tiss JosC'phinC' Profita- English, Speech, Dra-
matics. 
TO OUR FACULTY 
\Ve, the students of John Bapst, have no idea 
concerning the debt of gratitude we owe our 
tC'achers. 
This graduating class of '4.5 will be fortified in 
this world with the fom year knowledge gained 
in C'ach classroom. . 
We will he dep<'ndent next fall and in the years 
to come, upon what we have learnC'd here in this 
high school. Far and above this earthly knowl-
Pdgc, we have gained the intellect to understand 
our beautiful religion, and the intellect to save 
om souls. We have bC'en given a Catholic view-
point on life. . , 
Shamefully enough, we of the girls depart-
ment do not rcalizP our indehtednes; or, if we 
do, it is not often expressPd as it should he. 
It is only after our high school days are be-
hind us that we fully realize how very much has 
h<'en clone' for us. 
So to om principal, Sister Mary Callista; and 
to our teac~1ers, Sister l\fary. Loy.ola, Sister Mary 
Aquinas'. Sister \far~ Eul:1ha, Sister Mary Ray-
mon<!. S1stt•r \f~ry P~us, Sister \fary Monica, Sis-
ter \fary Ter<'s1ta, Sister Mary Teresa, and Miss 
Josephin<' Profita, we wish to extend our hum-
blest a pprC'ciation. 
Lucy Utterback 
EDITORIALS 
~ 
WE WHO SAY FAREWELL 
So long, Bob! So long, \large! So long, friends 
of four happy years! A chapter in our lives has 
closed and we are about to embark on a new ad-
venture. No more classes, homework, teachers, 
for most of us. Their job is finished. Our job has 
just begun. They have taught us the ways and 
means, the habits and the lessons, to lead and 
guide us on our course through life. Our de-
parture, sad and happy, is only a beginning. Sad-
ness comes from leaving our former associations 
and friends behind us; happiness, from the 
thought of a work well done and completed. 
Throughout grammar school and high school, 
we have wished and waited for this day. At times 
we found the struggle hard and the goal very far 
away. But we pushed on, we did not fall by the 
wayside, and now we can look back on our school 
years with satisfaction. \Ve have attained om' 
first major goal in life, an education. The sacri-
fices which loomed so large in the past few years 
will soon seem trivial along the path ahead. Our 
high school days will become the happiest days 
we ever had, carefree and joyous. Studies, wor-
ries, scoldings .. yes; hut also, happiness, learning, 
the opening up of the world about us, and a 
realization of our part in that world. 
We are sad, yes, to be leaving the joys of school 
behind us. Only time will give us a proper ap-
preciation of what has been done for us here. The 
spirit of adventure beckons us now to new worlds 
to conquer. We are full of life and self-confidence 
developed in our school years. The road ahead 
is not an easy one. But hewing to the spiritual 
and intellectual training we have received will 
give us the strength and comage to gain both 
spiritual and temporal success. 
Our diploma is not a key to success. It is a 
mark of work accomplished and a stepping stone 
to the future. Before us lies the responsibility of 
young manhood and womanhood. We have been 
given the material to work with, well-r~:mnded 
education. We are citizens of a great nation, the 
United States. The two together set us off on a 
SUCCESS OR FAILURE 
\Ve have all at one time or another in our lives 
wished to leave school. This is a common idea 
among students in their early years of high 
school. \Ve in high school are now at a sort of 
cross road marked "Success or Failure". It seems 
that there are now many attractive opportunities 
for earning money outside of school. \fany boys 
and girls of high school age have left school to 
work in war industries. The wages they are re-
ceiving are attractive to them and may seem so 
to us also. But our boys in the services are com-
ing back within a short time and will be ready 
to take over the jobs they are skilled in. These 
men and women will be given first choice in post-
war work, and those of high school age with un-
finished education will be fitted for none but the 
poorest type of work. 
We should all grasp every opportunity for a 
complete and thorough education. We are now 
beginning to grow stronger in body and mind. If 
we fail to flt ourselves in the best way possible 
now, what can we hope for in the future life of 
our country. The government that will be in our 
hands, as voters, taxpayers, and citizens, will be-
come weak, corrupt, and ripe for revolt or domi-
nation by another nation. 
Are we, the students of today and the leaders 
of tomorrow, going to be responsible for another 
war? Of course not! To prevent such a calamity, 
we can educate ourselves now, to take our place 
in the world after the war. We can keep in con-
dition, mentally, spiritually, and physically for a 
better tomorrow. Just remember that proper 
schooling now is insurance for success in the 
future. 
Richard Drinon '47 
flying start in making our lives worthwhile and 
fruitful. Let us go out and do our part to make 
this world a better one to live in. It is up to us. 
Francis Ryder '45 
Three 
JOHN BAPST HIGH SCHOOL 
Graduating Class of 1945 
Boys' Department 
Front Row, ldt to ri)(ht: Frnnl'is Rydt•r, Rnlph LnForJo(<', Lawn•nct• Hilt')', J<»t•ph \lcL<"llnn, John Rydrr, 
Donald Rt·nrdon, Donald Aucoin. 
Second Row: Gc.•orgt> Blinn, Porh·r Elliott, John Talbot, Thoma..,: Trairwr, Evan Pdkc.•y, IlnJ,!h Coochwss. 
T h ird Ro'": \\'illiam Amhrose.•, Hollt'rt C.arroll, Char It•, CarJi,Jt·, Joh11 Hc>ynl, J)onald PltH1nlt•. 
SENIOR BOYS- TINTYPES 
KEY 
Name 
Nickname 
Favorite Saying 
Activities 
Ambition 
Favorite Song 
William H. Ambrose 
"Bill" 
"\ 1azette" 
School Pap<'r '43-'45, Debating '4.5 
~awyer,, 
Always 
Donald E. Aucoin 
"Duke" 
"Let's go home" 
School Paper '45, \fanager '41-'42 
To own an automobile 
.. \ly Dreams Are Getting Better All the Time" 
George H. Blinn 
"Junior" 
"T. S." 
Basketball '44, Baseball '45 
To be a man 
"Stardust" 
Charles F. Carlisle 
"Chick" 
"Set this one out" 
School Paper '44-'45, Basketball '43, Dramatics 
To marry a rich woman 
"Hum and Coke" 
Hobert J. Carroll 
"Chink" 
"Be on fire!" 
School '42-'45 
\lidnight mechanic 
"Set the 'Vorld on Fire" 
Porter Elliott 
"Putter" 
"George" 
Debating '45 
Bard to say 
"Always" 
Hugh G. Goodness 
"Hughie" 
"Forget that stuff" 
School paper '42-'45 
~top blu~!1ing 
Stardust 
Halph LaForge 
"Hoofer" 
"Come on will ya?" 
Councilor 
Own my own Gas Station 
''Hum and Coca Cola" 
Joseph \kLellan 
"Jose" 
"You ol' bathtub" 
Football. Basketball, Baseball 
To learn to dance 
"I am I A in the Army" 
Evan Pelkey 
"Pep" 
"Give me four roses" 
Basketball '41-'42 
To he Chief of Police 
"Booze Days" 
Donald Plourde 
"Wally" 
"I dunno" 
\lanager, Basketball 
To own my own Drug Store 
"Sweet Dreams" 
Donald Reardon 
"Don" 
"The more they come, the worse they look" 
Football, \Ianager 
To Roat down the Mississippi 
'Tl! See You in My Dreams" 
Lawrence Riley 
"Larrv" 
"Ah! Yes" 
Intramural Basketball and Baseball 
Electrician 
"Smoke Gets in My Eves" 
(Continued on next page) 
(. 
Five 
John Royal 
"Cap" 
"How to go" 
SENIOR TINTYPES 
(Continued from page five) 
Football, Basketball, Baseball, Debating, School 
Paper 
To get a little education before the army gets me 
'Tm Making Believe" 
Francis Ryder 
"Rye" 
"Sam where ya been" 
Basketball 
To graduate 
"One Meatball" 
John Ryder 
"Jack" 
"Say now" 
Manager, Declamation, Football, Basketball. 
School Paper, Dramatics 
To be a buck private 
"Stardust" 
Gerald Soucie 
"Suce" 
'Tm not asleep" 
Senior Council 
To become a buck private 
"Stardust" 
John Talbot 
"Jack" 
"Are you kiddin" 
School Paper 
Sailing 
"Beginning to Sec the Light" 
Joho Trainer 
"Johnny'' 
"You've got to be on fire" 
.\lanager, Basketball, Baseball 
To graduate before 1950 
"Don't Fence Me In" 
Class Will-Boys 
On this day of Our Lord, May 2, nineteen hun-
dred and forty-five, the last will and testament of 
the Class of '45 of John Bapst High School, Ban-
gor, Maine, was disclos~d in the presence of Pro-
bate Justice Max Nodifference. 
The contents read as follows: 
ITEM 1. We the class of '45 do hereby leave 
the faculty broken-hearted and bequeath to the 
student body the great name that the class of '45 
has made for this school. 
ITEM 2. As for om women, those who want 
them can have them. 
ITEM 3. We the class of '45 do hereby give 
to the individual Juniors of '46 the following: 
1. "Duke" Aucoin's excellent list of South 
Brewer girl friends to John Cassidy. 
2. Robert Carroll's Ice Cream business to Al-
fred Sheehan. 
3. John Royal's report card to Fuzzy King as 
an example. 
4. Don Plourde's cigarettes to Brother 
O'Brien. 
5. "Woof" LaForge's gas coupons to "Woody" 
Mahaney. 
6. "Joe" McLellan's "butts" in the basement 
to "Terry" McAloon. 
7. "Bill" Ambrose's loving ability to Virgil 
King. 
8. John Talbot's pool cue to "Bill" Rivers. 
9. Porter Elliott's physique and silver voice to 
"Bill" Booker. 
10. "Don" Reardon's long Johns to John King. 
11. "Frannie" Hvder's dash to the basement 
from the typing roo;n to "Fred" Daigle. 
12. Everything that belonged to John to Tom-
mie. 
13. George Blinn's authority over 3C to "Joe" 
Hice. 
14. Hugh Goodness's Janie to whoever will 
take care of her and feed her. 
15. Lawrence Rilev's wittv jokes to "Dan" 
Flanagan. ' · 
16. John Hyder's nickname "The Beak" to 
"Don" Hichards. 
17. Gerald Soucie's siesta hour to John 
Mooney. 
18. Evan Pelkey's quiet way to Don Hogers . 
19. Chick Carlisle's something to some lucky 
hoy. 
Charles Carlisle, A. A. L. 
Class Prophecy of '45-Boys 
Time has sped by since the Class of '45 has left 
the protecting environs of John Bapst, and in 
twenty years the boys have ventured forth into 
the world and established themselves as sub-
stantial citizens of this noble nation. We are 
privileged to gaze into the crystal ball and catch 
fleeting glimpses of the members of the Class of 
'45 as the future will find them. 
WILLIAM AMBROSE, prominent Bangor 
lawyer, has set aside two weeks each year to visit 
his former clients who are honor students at 
Thomaston University, where they are supported 
by the state. 
DONALD AUCOIN, Getchell Brothers' Ice 
Specialist, has been rewarded for his work in the 
development of dehydrated ice-cubes. 
GEORGE BLINN, noted editor, has raised the 
drculation of the Bangor Commercial to the 
largest in the state of Maine. He has even bought 
new presses and ink. 
CHARLES CARLISLE, despite being the 
leading banker of Bangor, still keeps his money 
under his mattress. Counting Lincoln heads puts 
him to sleep faster than counting sheep. 
ROBERT CARROLL, Keene's Ice Cream 
King, will abdicate his position soon, because he 
says that ice cream is just for kiddies. 
PORTER "MELCHIOR" ELLIOTT, plans a 
singing caravan based on the "Road to Manda-
lay" which he has made a popular .:;ong. 
HUGH GOODNESS, City Manager, spent yes-
terday initiating high school students mto the 
mysteries of city government. 
RALPH LA FORGE, head of the Maine Oil 
Company, is planning to build a second gas sta-
tion in the busy town of Brewer, even bigger 
than the one there now. 
JOSEPH ~fcLELLAN, famed Bangor matador, 
who took up the sport to save red points in 1945, 
is rated the best bull handler in Aroostook Coun-
ty. 
EV AN PELKEY, after a fast-starting career in 
the navy, is now retired and is admiral of a fleet 
of rowboats at Brewer Lake. 
DONALD PLOURDE, noted scientist, is lec-
turing on "Moonglow on Alternate Tuesdays" at 
the University of Maine. 
DONALD REARDON, teacher of dramatics 
at Columbia University, plans to come back to 
his old love, Bangor, on a tour. 
LA WREN CE RILEY, popular radio comedian, 
still floors his extensive audience daily with his 
all new and original gags. 
JOHN ROYAL, All-American gridiron ace, is 
now coaching Colby to new heights. 
FRANCIS RYDER, recently appointed presi-
dent of the Bangor Hydro-Electric, has donated 
a revolving electrical cue-ball to Corey's Em-
porium. 
JOHN RYDER, prominent musician and man-
about-town, is setting box-office records with his 
original All Flute Orchestra. 
JOHN TALBOT, president of the :\faine Cen-
tral Railroad, runs a private line of old Bangor 
jitney trolleys in his back yard. 
GERALD SOUCIE, recognized as a specialist 
on sleep and how to do it, while addressing a 
group of doctors recently, exclaimed, "Sleep is 
cheap. Just close your eyes and it steals up on 
you." So saying he closed his eyes and the meet-
ing adjourned. 
JOHN TRAINER, one-time Red Sox pitcher, 
owns and operates his own drugstore and pinball 
machines now. 
Now the crystal ball blurs before our eyes, and 
once more we return to 1945. The boys are all 
sitting quietly in their classes with dreamy ex-
pressions-Graduation is here! 
Joseph ~1cLellqn 
Seven 
THE CLASS OF '45 LOSES SIX 
TO THE SERVICE 
Our senior class is unusually small at the pres-
ent, for many of its members have been called 
to the service. Even before school opened last 
September, quite a few of the future Sf'niors 
joined the armed forces. During this scholastic 
yt'ar the class has lost six already to the colors. 
The first to go was Leo Burke, wl10 answerec.l 
the "Call to the Colors" on Decemh<'r 7, 1944. 
Beginning his athletic career at Bapst 111 his sec-
onc.l year, Leo was elected captain of the Jayvee 
basketball team. In the fall of 1943 he captained 
the junior football team. Last year he 'Vas the 
mainstay of the varsity basketball squad as a re-
serve forward. In the 1944 football season he 
alternated at halfback with Gerald Ki11g anc.l was 
the team's kicking expert. Ile had won a starting 
berth on the varsity basketball team this ye.ir 11n-
til he received the call to a better job. Leo was a 
spiritec.l competitor and a fine example of a Bapst 
student. II is cheer\' smile and winning ways have 
been missed b' !;is teachers and by his fellow 
students. · 
The second to go was Eugene Damien. ~todest, 
reticent Eugene was a steady character, popular 
with his classmates and with his teachers. He 
was an admirable student, ranking near the top 
in his class. In addition, he was a capable and 
reliable s11bstitute on the varsity football team 
this year. \Ve wish Eugene the best of t'Vt'rythi11g 
in the navv. \Ve are sure that he will be a success 
in ewrytl{ing he undertakes. 
The third to leave was Boland La Pointe. 
Holancl was a quiet individ11al who went about 
his work with care and thoroughness. Altho11gh 
he did not participate in our athletic program, he 
gave of his time and e1wrgy in support of our 
tt>ams. \Vt> certain!) wish him success in his army 
career. 
The fomth to depart was Francis Cawl<•y. 
Francis came to us in his junior year from Bang<)!' 
High School. In the short time he was with us 
he became an ardent supporter of every activity 
at Bapst. In the 1943 football season he was a 
flashy, speedy halfback, responsible in no small 
part for Bapst's fine record that season. In the 
following basketball season he was an aggressive 
guard on the Jayvee basketball team. Ile did not 
participate in sports this year because of the eight 
semester rule, hut he made up for it by his ardent 
support of all our teams. We have misst'd Francis' 
kindly disposition. We hope that he continue!! 
Bight 
to display those fine qualities of character which 
he always exhibited at Bapst. 
Genial, big-hearted Hobert Carney was the 
next to leave. Surely he <lid more than his share 
in the various activities at Bapst. While he was a 
member of our football team, his offensive and 
defensive play was something to he admired and 
imitated. Added to his football prowess was his 
skill as an actor. J le joined the dramatic club this 
year and gave good account of himself in the 
play, "The Song of Bernadt>tte" as Bernadette's 
father. \Ve clo wish him the best of luck and we 
arc sure that he will be a success in the aircorps. 
The last to depart was Evan Pelkey who was 
literally whisked away from us without warning. 
Evan participated in our athletic program a 
couple of years and showed promise of becoming 
an outstanding athlete, but he had to work in his 
last two years. llowt>ver he made up for it by 
cooperating fully in whatever other activity he 
could possibly c11tt'r. Ile was always to be found 
in plays or minstrel shows put on by his parish 
or by his school. Net>clless to say, we shall miss 
him, for lw was ont> of the most engaging per-
sonalities of our class. Good luck to him in what-
<'Y<'r work he 1mclt>rtakes with our navy. 
John Royal 
TO THE SENIORS 
\\ t•, I he rnembcrs of the junior class, wish to 
co11vt•) Lo yo11 gracluati11g sc·niors om best wishes 
for yo111· s11ccpss in each and evc'ry 11ndt>rtaking. 
\\'e know that you will show the same high spirit 
as ) 011 did here in all athletic and scholastic ac-
tivitit>s. \Vt> also know that yon will carry the 
John Bapst banner as high and proud as you 
carried it here. 
Yo11 havp set a fine example for futmt' senior 
classes to follow. You have always dont' each and 
<'V<'ry t.1sk assigned to yon and vo11 have clone it 
we· II. Y 011 trn Iv have shown tlw low<'J' classes 
what they shou lcl do and we• know they will re-
mt'ml><'r it. 
Li.ke pass.ing tlw baton in a relay rac<\ you <le-
partn~g s<·mors have given us •l , • assignment of 
carrymg 0~1. \Ve hope we are e<p1al to the task 
and we will try our best to follow tlw path you 
have taken. 
Donald King '46 
CLASS OFFICERS 
Boys' Department 
IA-
President: .James Cahill 
\'ice President: Heginald \fc~Ianus 
Secretary: John Lynch 
Treasurer: Ivan Lancaster 
Custodian: Philip \Iann 
IC-
President: Hobert Nelligan 
Vice President: Gerald \fcLellan 
Secretary: James \furray 
Treasurer: William Drouin 
Custodian: .John \1oran 
2A-
President: David Goggin 
\'ice President: John \fcAloon 
Secretary: William Ryan 
Treasurer: .John Carney 
Custodian: William Hice 
2C-
President: Lawrence Corner 
\ 'ice President: Donald Clement 
Secretary: Charles Bryant 
Treasurer: Hilary O'Riley 
Custodian: John Hickson 
:JA-
President: Gerald King 
\'ice President: Robe1t Brangwynne 
Secretary: Donald King 
Treasurer: Thomas Trainer 
Custodian: Alphonse Desrosiers 
:3C-
Prcsident: Richard \fartin 
Vice President: Paul Snodgrass 
Secretary: John \1ooney 
Treasurer: Donald Rogers 
Custodian: Raymond Hogan 
.JA and 4C-
President: John Hyder 
\'ice President: Charles Carlisle 
Secretary: Francis Hyder 
Treasurer: Robert Carney 
Custodian: Gerald Soucie 
Girls' Department 
President 
Vice Prcsiclc11t 
Secretaru 
Tn•as11rcr 
Prcsiclc11t 
Vice Prcsidc11t 
Secrctaru 
Trcas11rer 
SENIOH CLASS 
Jeanette Caruso 
I ean \fatheson 
.Jane Sargent 
\lary Brangwynne 
JUNIOH CLASS 
Barbara Barton 
l lelene Cameron 
Rose \IcNally 
Pauline Johnson 
SOPHO\IORE CLASS 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
\fary O'Connor 
Helen Moran 
Patricia Loftus 
Patricia Farwell 
FRESH\IAN CLASS 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Kathleen Flanagan 
Constance Barton 
Doris O'Leary 
Frances Gonya 
Nine 
Ten 
JOHN BAPST HIGH SCHOOL 
Graduating Class of 1945 
Girls' Department 
Front Row, left to right: There'e Cushman, Stl'lla Theriault, Kathleeu Whal<•n, Marie Perry, Lucille 
Michaud, Ann Meehan, Jacqueline l'ool<•r, Betty Mac:''leil. 
Second Row: Annette Cummings, Joan Mal(<'<', Mary Quinn, Lm·y Utt<•rback, Joun Cassidy, Mary Jane 
Perry, Teresa Julian . 
Third Row: Mona Bartlett, Eleanor Brt•nnan, Rmemary Riley, Dorothy Thibadeau, Ell<•n Villard, Mary 
Jane Healy. 
Fourth Row: Mary Brnngwynne, Theodora J>arc.•nt, Barhnra Loftu.;, Ja1w Tes"ieo, Yv(•ttc :Martin, Dorothy 
Murray, Mary Agnes Perry. 
Fifth Row: Dorothy Foley, J<·111wtt<• Canho, n,,_,. """"''}, \far}' Lon Richard,, Jane Sarl(l'llt, J<·an Matheson. 
SENIOR CLASSICAL GIRLS 
MARY BRANGWYNNE 
Hampden, \1aine 
''The nohlest mind, the best conte11t111e11t has" 
Cheerleader I; St. :\la~·y's Choir 4; Glee Club I; Classi-
cal Student 4; St. :\fary s Sodality 4; Physical Education 
2; First Essayist. 
A peaceful, calm and intelligent girl with a refined and 
delicate appearance, dainty and spotless in all her work 
and with great prospects of becoming a wonderful nurse. 
She is a good student, a true sport and a prince of a good 
gal, being well liked by all who know her. Bon voyage, 
Mary! 
ELEANOR BRENNAN "Ellie" 
Bangor, \1aine 
Glee Club 2; St. John's Sodality, Prefect; Physical Edu-
cation 2; St. John 's Choir 4. 
"A mern1 heart maketh a cheerful co11nte11ance" 
An affable, cheerful, likeable lass is "Ellie". An apt 
and diligent student who is destined to go far. Since she 
has lived in Bangor and gone to John Bapst she has made 
hundreds of friends with her inimitable comedy and ever 
present smile. We expect to see lwr nanw in the papers 
some day and we wish her the best of luck. 
f OANNE CASSIDY "Buzzie" 
· Bangor, \1aine 
Dramatic Club, President; St. Mary's Sodality; Physi-
cal Education. 
"Let us go 1111to perfection" 
Probably no girl graduating from John Bapst is as well 
prepared to enter college as "Buzzie". Affability and 
courageousness are qualities prized b_v all, possessed by 
few. When present in a woman thty spell for her true 
success. She will go forth equipped with the well wishes 
of her many admiring friends. Joanne, we bid you God-
speed! 
THEHESE Cus11MAN "Cush" 
Bangor, Maine 
St. John's Choir 3; Glee Club J; St. John 's Sociality; 
General Course 4; Dramatic Club, Secretary; Physical 
Education 2. 
"A little nonsense now and then 
ls relished ln1 the wisest men." 
Ah, gentle reader let us yet pause a moment while we 
present to you Cush, from whose lips divine persuasion 
flows! Conscientious and perse\ering, her work has beC'n 
the acme of perfection and she mn•s her well-deserved 
success entirely to herself. \\That more can be said or 
what nmre glowing tribute, than that she is a self-made 
woman? 
BAHBAHA Lovrus "Barb" 
Bangor, \faine 
St. Mary's Sodality 4; Glee Club 2; Classical Student 
4; Physical Education 2. 
"True as steel sincere and independent" 
It will he a pleasant memory, no doubt, when idle mo-
ments o'ertake you, to think of the days and nights spent 
in your studies of the laws of human nature at John 
Bapst. V/C' will watch your achievements in your chosen 
field after you have left the portals. Therf' is laid up fo1 
you a reward of great renown. 
( Continued on next pagf') 
SENIOR COMMERCIAL GIRLS 
l. \fona Bartlett-Italian sandwiches are the 
chit>f delight of this fair-haired senior, but she 
will eat most anything. \.fona doesn't know what 
she wants to <lo in the future, but right now she 
doesn't do too badly in the bookkeeping depart-
ment. \fona likes just about everybody, and 
everybody just adores \fona. Luck to you, Mona! 
11. Jeannette Caruso is our so-called "pin up" 
girl for she's forever coming to school with her 
hair done t.'P in bobby pins. Jeannette is the 
president of the senior class, an<l is highly effi-
cient in business work at school. Of course she 
devotes a fraction of her time to the Army. The 
lucky girl! Well, Jeannette, I'm sure that you 
know that wherever you go, the best wishes of 
the class of '45 will always be with you. 
11 L Annette Cummings has the heartiest 
laugh of any of the fairer sex. Although she looks 
rather cross at times it's nothing to worry about. 
She's probably thinking hard. Her beauty culture 
ambition will no doubt bloom into a reality as 
soon as she gets that diploma. 
LV. Dorothy Foley-"Dottie" is our second 
Joan Davis. Bookkeeping happens to be one of 
her biggest headaches, but shorthand and typing 
make up for that. \.fovies, roller-skating, and 
football games take up most of her time, but she 
manages to reserve every Saturday for \V. T. 
Grant Company. 
V. Theresa Julian-"Terry". Let's explore 
"'Terry's" not all boring life. Lon \IacAllister and 
Jeanne Crane give her a big thrill and sitting 
through one of their pictures a second time is 
really mild for "Terry". Little, soft, and sweet, 
"Terry" is sure to make a hit with everyone. Un-
decided as to what she will <lo after graduation, 
."Terry" says she thinks she will "stick around for 
a while." 
VI. \.1ary Jane Healey-"\.1ay Jay" is the 
quiet little \.fiss of our class. Still, they say 
"silence is golden". Could be, but I guess "May 
Jay" prefers to just kid us along because once she 
really gets going there's no stopping her. Happy 
as a lark, nothing bothers her but "school" and 
who can blame her there? She is crazy about 
Searsport and spends most of her summers there. 
\Vonder what the attraction is? 
\'II. Hose Kenney-Rose, our little brownette, 
just dotes on "<:okes", goes for anything with ham-
burg in it, and thinks cheese an<l egg salad sand-
wiches are just horrid. Going bowling and to the 
movies are only two of Rose's delights in life. 
(Continued on next page) 
Eleven 
CLASSICAL GIRLS 
ELIZABETH MACNEIL "Betty", "Mac" 
Bangor, Maine 
St. Ylary's Choir 4; S!, ~lary's Sodality 4; Classical 
Student 4; Glee Club 2; Dramatic Club; Physical Edu-
cation 2. 
"She is a winsome wee thing, this sweet wee 1111/ o" mine" 
Though small of stature, this girl has prmed herself 
large in intellect. Fril'ndship, true and l'nduring, is hl't 
chief charadPristic. Now that the parting of the way~ 
is at hand, "Betty" takes with her the del'P n·s1wct and 
best wishes of all with whom she has bl'l'n assoeiated. 
YvETIE MARTIN "~dickey" 
Bradley, Maine 
Classical Stude1!t 4; Dramatic Club; Gll'l' Cl11h l; 
Physical Education 2. 
"To know her is to like her" 
In from Bradley a few years ago came likeable, laugh-
able "Mickey". Apparently quiet until you know her, to 
hl'r friends she is companionable, always in good humor 
and fertile in clever ideas. I !er personalitv and courteous 
manner have won many friends for her. 
JEAN MATHESON 
Bangor, ~faine 
St. ~fary's Sodality 4; Valedic:torian; Classical Student 
4; Physical Education 2. 
"Born for success, she seemed, with grace to win, with 
heart to hold, with shining gifts that took all eues." 
~'hen one meets a real woman she is given to admira-
tion. Every student in the class of 194.5 admires Jean, 
who possesses a decickdly pleasant personality, a stron~ 
will, and the makeup of a pl'rfect lady. \Ve do not know 
what she will do when she leaves John Bapst hut this 
much we do know, she'll make good. 
ANN ~1EEHAX 
Bangor, ~faine 
General Course 4; Glee Club l ; Physical Education 2; 
St. John's Sodality, Vice-Pn•fect; St. John's Choir 3. 
"Let's get where we're going." 
Intensely interested in whatever occupation she mav hr 
engaged, Ann is an example of aggressive concentration. 
When she starts out to do a thing, she does it, and it is 
absolutely useless to attempt to dl•ter her from her 
purpose. Good luck to you, Ann, and pleasant llll'mories. 
THEODORA PARENT "Teddy" 
Bangor, ~Jaine 
St. ~lary's Sodality 4; St. ~lary's Choir 2; Classical St11-
dl•nt 4; Glee Club 2; Physical Education 2. 
"Silent in class and i;ery attentii;e, 
Behind such, one finds great incentive." 
Teddy as she is known to her provincial conh•mporics, 
needs no introduction. \fany a timP have wt• marn·llecl 
in silent and dumbstrnck awe at the profundity of wis-
dom which would flow from hl'r lips likt• magic in answl'r 
to some thing we knew nothing about. Good luek, 
"Tt•ddv", your success is assured. 
\L\RIE PEHRY 
Bangor, \faine 
St. John's Sodalitv 4; St. John 's Choir 3; Physical Edu-
cation 2; Glee Cl uh I; Classical Studt>nt 4; Dramatic 
Club. 
"Tlie world knows nothing of its greatest women." 
\larie is as goodly a girl as ever drank a draught from 
the fountain of knowlt•dge at John Bapst. I lt•r natnral 
T .i•elt:e 
COMMERCIAL GIRLS 
\ ' lll. Julia McCarthy-"Judy" is the name of 
the "cute kid" with the swell personality. Her 
ready manner to be of service to others has won 
the hearts of many. "Judy" practically lives in 
Greeu Lake iu the warm summer months, and she 
might easily be called a mermaid. "Judy" just 
loves ice cream sodas and nice thick juicy steaks, 
b11t offer her a potato chip or a French fried 
potato, am! yo11 wou't have to offer twice. This 
swell gal is going places, so be sure you keep your 
eyes 011 her. 
IX. loan \tcGee our little "red head" certain-
ly keeps things humming. She is always telling 
some tale of interest. She possesses a charming 
personality and is a very good student-scholasti-
cally. Iler pleasant smile is heartening and she 
is always ready for a good laugh. Altogether we 
think that, 110 n1.1tter where Joan may go, she will 
always co1m• through with that winning smile. 
X. Lucille Michaud-If you see someone 
racing madly down the school corridors or streets, 
you can bet it is om sunny little lass, Lucille, or 
"Mish" as her "close" friends call her. "\1ish" is 
full of pep, vim and vigor, and no amount of 
work or exercise can keep her down. "Mish" hails 
from good old Old Town. 
XI. Dorothy \f urray, a lover of music, is her-
self a gift to the musical world. She has a mar-
velous voict• for singing for we have heard it 
ma1~y times during om fo11r years at John Bapst. 
As far as we know now, Dorothy has been given 
a very special vocation. We all know what it 
means to yon, Dorothy, and we sincerely hope 
that all yom ambitions and hopes will come to a 
successfu I end. 
XII. :\1ary Lou Hichards-~fary Lou just 
loves to dance those slow and dreamy tunes, 
mum! 'Tis kind of fun and, boy, she looks sim-
ply s11per-d11pe in au evening gown! No foolin'! 
U11certai11 about the fut11re, Mary Lou will keep 
011 at \'iner's where she is a real help as one of 
the oHic<' staff. 
XI 11. Jane Sargent-Jarn• is om peppy cheer-
leader a11d she certainly lives 11p to her name. 
\Vlw11ever yo11 feel blue and lowdown, call on 
Jane ancl yom car<'s fly out the window in a jiff. 
At t~1e present Jane hasn't made any plans for 
the futme, hut Hugh has her pretty well tied up 
now, so I wouldn't h<' a hit surprised to see her 
as "~trs." the next time we meet. 
XIV. Dorothy Thibodeau, or "Juke Box Dot-
tie" as she is call<'d, is the hest j{tterbug in the 
class. Slw has a personality like honeycomb, 
talent and ability, together with her ch,1rming and jovial 
manner, keen mind and splendid eharacteristics, as evi-
denced by such splendid manifestations of fine friend-
ship and other qualities that she has shown, all indicate 
that here is a woman who will accomplish great things 
in the years to come. 
\1ARY AGNES PERRY "Aggie" 
Hampden. \Jaine 
St. ~ary's Choir -t; St. '.\lary's Sociality -t; Classical 
Student 4; Physical Education 2; Orchestra 3; Glee 
Club 2; Dramatic Club. 
"A heartu lwndslwke t1llll 11 rcord of cheer." 
"Aggie" from tht' date of our inception as a John Bapst 
class, has been a prominent figure among us. Possessed 
of thosl' rarely concurrent attributes of wit, humor, and 
good natnre, "Ag" has so endeared herself to us that 
one can count her friends by her acquaintances. Ernest 
and sincere in all her motil'es a11d prompt in fulfilling 
every dntv, we can predict naught hut success for this 
accentuated gentlewoman from the countrv. 
\1ARY JANE PEHHY "Cuz" 
Hampden, \1aine 
St. Marv's Sodality 4; St. '.\lary's Choir -t; Physical Edu-
cation 2; Classical Stndent 4; Dramatic Club. 
"II er rcords 1cere f etc /Jut weightu" 
\Vhaten·r "Cuz" does, you may depend upon it that 
she has not acted on impulse. She usually thinks twice. 
and often thrice, before she leaps. As one of the most 
popular and best-likC'd girls of our class. '.\fary Jane will 
go forth from the portals of "Old John Hapst" with the 
!){'st wishes of '4.5 for suecess in college. 
JACQUELINE PooLER 
· Bangor, \laine 
"Jackie" 
St. John's Sociality 4; Physical Edueation 2; Orchestra 
2; Classical Studt'nl 4; Dramatic Cluh. 
"Shine little Star, shine 011." 
ll ere is a student indeed, for her logic is sound, her 
prt>sentatio11 perfection itself and her manner convincing. 
A friend among friends, a studl'nt among students, and 
a regular guv in social gatherings. "Jackie" has all the 
ingredients that are necessarv to bring success. 
\1ARY QUINN "Quinnie" 
Bangor, \laine 
St. John's Social it\ 4; St. John's Choir 4; Physical Edu-
cation. 2; Orehestra 3; CLissical Stncl<·nt; Glee Cluh 2; 
Dramatic Cluh. , 
"To lw or 1111t to !JC, that's tire q11estio11.' 
\\'rll w<>ll lll'rl''s our old friend. '.\tary. During all our 
eareer ~''e ha~ e not met a ht'tter kid than Quinnie, whose 
winning way won for her a high place in the hearts. of 
hPr fellow stmlents. Thl' well wishes of the class go with 
vou '.\laT). old girl. and 111ay om good. ti111cs tcJ)Zethn at 
John Bapst always he pleasant llll'mom•s. 
HosE:\IARY RILEY "Rosie" 
Ban~or, \laitH' 
St. John '~ Soclalitv 4, Physil·al Education 2; Classical 
Stucle1;t 1; Drarnatie Club. . 
"Tho lwr rcorcls are 1111111hl'rcd .1he speaks tcrth the 
u;i.w/om nf the prophets." _ 
A hard workl'r, Rosi<' has the faculty of 111aking herselt 
inclispPnsahle espeeiall~ so with lwr classmates. She has 
c•xcellecl in hPr school work and wr sav good-hye to her 
with sineert'st wishes. 
J ANF. T1·:ssr:o 
· Bangor. \laim• 
St. \fary's SoclalitY; Classical Student t; Glee Club l; 
"Janie" 
l'hvsica.l Educativn 2. 
- "Speech is silver, sile11ce is goU1e11" 
Jane is quiet and to some of her classmates may have 
app<'ared rl'serl'ed, hut beneath her surface she has a 
wealth of good-fellowship, and when the occasion arises 
is a good mixer. Realizing the seriousness of her chosen 
profession she has gil'en to it ample of her time and ef-
fort. This argues well for her future, and she has the best 
wishes of all for a successful carel'r. 
STELLA THERIAULT "Stel" 
South Brewer, ~laine 
St. John 's Choir 2; St. John's Sociality 2; Dramatic 
Club; Physieal Education 2; Classical Student .'3; Glee 
( :luh 2. 
" If 11011 1ra11t a11uthi11g done well, do it uo11rse/f." 
Such is the maxim of our good friend Stella Theriault. 
1 l('r general go•>d naturl' and willingness to please won 
her the t•steem and friendship of her classmates. We have 
not the slightest doubt but that "Ste)" will succeed 
wh<'l'l'\ e:· sl;<, wends her way after graduation and can 
assun• her that she leaves with the hest wishes of the 
t'ntire da~s. 
Luc:Y UrrEHBACK "Lu" 
Bangor, \laine 
Clet• Club J; St. '.\lary's Soda lit) 2; l'll\'sical Education 
:!; Dramatic Club; Classical Student 3. 
"For all that faire is, is ln1 1111t11re good." 
John Bapst is better for haYing had "Lu" with us. She 
'"um· lo us from the Garland Street Junior High. \Vho 
does not remember with pleasure her cheerful smile and 
su.im disposition? \Ve have known her to he a good kid 
and a thorough student. To predict for her success, 
"011ld hl' n'dundancy. 
\fary E. Quinn 
sweet and pleasing to everybody. If all of her 
ambitions come true we will see her in a few 
years conducting a school of dance for "jitterbug 
minded children." 
XV. Joan Veilleux, the girl who likes every-
thing (including biology) except turnip, is none 
other than Joan of our famous and renowned 
senior class. Horse-back riding gives Joan a big 
thrill, and a certain young man-well, I can't 
quite describe it, but Joan just heaved a big sigh 
and rolled her eyes. Harry James keeps Joan in 
good humor, and she hopes someday to really 
give him a break and let him meet her. 
XVI. Ellen Villard is a good natured miss. 
Also. she has carried off the honors for room 307. 
She is minus her class ring now, but a new one on 
a different finger seems to please her taste far 
better. So to you, Ellen, the class of '45 wishes all 
the happiness in the world. 
XVII. Kathleen Whalen is just "good old 
Kay" to the girls. Rather quiet but nice, she is as 
good natured as can be. One other good quality 
abont her is that she never fails to do her home-
work. That's a virtue, Kay, not a habit, so the 
girls of room :307 wish you all the happiness in 
the world for we're certain you deserve it. 
Julia \1cCarthy and Jeanette Caruso 
Thirteen 
CLASS WILLS OF '45 
CLASSICAL GIRLS 
\Ve, the senior class of 194.5, being of unsound 
mind and under legal age, having no authority 
but too much nerve, decide to make this our last 
will and testament. 
Lucy Utterback leaves her Friday afternoon, 
four o'clock view of Castine busses coming into 
Bangor to Barbara Nelligan and Gwendolyn 
Jansson. 
\1ary Jane Perry leaves her little black address 
book to Alice O'Leary and Betty Ann O'Connor. 
Stella Theriault bequeaths her nurse's aid uni-
form to Jane Pooler. 
\1arie Perry wills her ability to make excuses 
in math class to Charlotte Smith. 
Jean \1atheson gladly leaves her punctuality 
and daily attendance to Juanita Stanley-to be 
put into active service. 
\fary Brangwynne bequeaths all her used bus 
tickets to Charlene and Frances Brochu. 
Theodora Parent leaves her long fingernails to 
Pauline Johnson and Dorothy Rankin. 
Betty \facNeil leaves her bottle of peroxide, 
date book and picture gallery to Leona Silver and 
Joan Davitt. 
\lary Quinn leaves her old love letters, com-
pll·te with hlue ribbons, to June Cochran and 
Ellen Duddy. May they only enjoy them as much 
as t\ Luy did. 
Jane Pooler wills her business ability to Bar-
bara Barton and Daisy Nichols. 
I ane Tesseo bequeaths to June Hackett her 
pc;wer of concentration in math class. 
Yvette \1artin wills her memory of a happy 
moment in Biology class to Mary Hyder. 
Jo.m Cassidy bequeaths all future interest in 
Castin(• to Alice O'Leary and Jean Stockwell. 
Barbara Loftus wills her abilitv to see the 
funny side of all events to Corinne' Bonneau. 
Eleanor Brennan leaves her place in St. John's 
Sociality to Dorinda Connelly. 
Hosemary Hiley bequeaths her ink-bottle, that 
everyone elsP uses, to \iadeline Parady. 
WitnessPd and signed by the class of 1945. 
Joan Cassidy, Attorney. 
COMMERCIAL GIRLS 
Before embarking on the road of life, we, the 
class of 194.5, do will and bequeath the following 
gifts to the future seniors of next year. It is our 
belief that if you live up to the example set for 
you this year by the sophisticated seniors, your 
last year at John Bapst will be indeed a happy 
one. First of all, work hard, turn in all assign-
ments, and cause no trouble or worry for any 
members of the faculty. 
Jeanette Caruso's height to Viola St. Germaine. 
Mary Lo" Richard's slender form to Gloria 
Luckey. 
Joan McGee's popularity with the opposite sex 
to the Polyot Tu:ins. 
Annette Cumming's ability to do shorthand to 
Cecelia Albert. 
Kay Whalen's virtuous looks to Frances Kellt/. 
Julia McCarthy and Jane Sargent's cheerleader 
positions to Gertrude Dowe and Frances Ham-
mel. 
Lucille Michaud's bus ticket to Florence Mar-
tin. 
Mona Bartlett's diamond to Pauline O'llearon. 
Dorothy Foley's position at Grant'!! to Geral-
l'ourteen 
dine Sproul and Louise McGrath. ~fay the lucky 
one get it. 
Teresa Julian's smart clothes to Elaine Cum-
mings. 
Rose Ke1mq/s bobby pins to Inez Comer. 
Dorothy M 11rray's close relations with Sister 
\lonica to Mary Joan Cushman. 
Mary Jane l/ealy's curly locks to Isabel Nevins. 
Ellen VillarcI's Honor Essay to Nadine Pelle-
tier. 
Dorothy 1'ihodeau's English speeches to Teresa 
Gallant. 
Therese Cushman's Old Town pals to Helene 
Cameron, Carolyn Mann , and Rose McNally. 
Joanne Veilleux's biology hugs to Shirley Ma-
dore. 
And, as the last parting gift, I , do will and be-
c1ueath to the entire junior class the privilege of 
using the front stairs at all times on entering and 
leaving the school. May your motto be, "If at 
first you get caught, try, try, TRY AGAIN. 
Signed and sealPd on this fourth day of June, 
194.5. 
Anne Meehan 
Class Prophecies 
CLASSICAL PROPHECY 
(Author's Note) The documents from which I 
secured my information regarding this immortal 
graduating class were untortunately not quite 
legible due to their age. If, therefore, there are 
any errors made it is hoped no relatives will take 
offense. 
'Jlhe success of the past war world owes much 
to the young Americans who brought it through 
its first uncertain years following the war. 
For example, let us look upon the youug 
women graduating from John Bapst High School 
in the year 1945 and see their mighty contribu-
tions to this better world. It is June 17 of that 
year; the school auditorium is filled with specta-
tors who are witnessing another graduation. The 
graduates are filled with the solemnity of the 
day; each with courage and fortitude is ready to 
take up her individual place in the world. The 
triumphant moment has come when the high 
school diplomas are distributed. 
As each young student comes forward and re-
ceives her degree, I shall endeavor to tell you 
the achievements she has made in this world. 
Through the veil of years, I see the first out-
stretched hand receiving the diploma which is 
her passport into life. It is .\larie Perry the once 
frivolous young girl who became the saintly mis-
sionary nun in the wild expanse of India. She is 
followed by .\fary Agnes Perry who today with 
her husband Admiral Jon Jenkins is maintaining 
the :Maine .\faritime Academy at Castine. Next 
to the platform walks .\fary Quinn who in 1947 
was chosen "Color Girl" at Annapolis. Vivacious 
.\farv is now staging a "come back." She is fol-
low~d by Rosemary Riley who in collaboration 
with Robert Benchley has written many witty 
books and a wide variety of subjects. 
Approaching now is Ann .\leehan who re:e?tly 
began writing the biography of that bnlha~t 
American woman, Josephine .\I. Profita. Next JS 
Eleanor Brennan who wrote the currently popu-
lar song "I Drawl for You," and who is the com-
poser of a score of other hits. We behold next 
Mary Jane Perry who writes the scripts for the 
radio program, "Ed's Other Wife." S_he is ~ol­
lowed by Betty .MacNeil Reardon who JS runmng 
a U. S. 0. in New Guinea. Next appears Lucy 
Utterback who is editing a newspaper column 
entitled, ".\fy Days at the Bangor Hous~.''. Here 
is Theresa Cushman who writes adverhsmg for 
(Continued on page seventeen) 
COMMERCIAL CLASS PROPHECY 
So you think I'm clairvoyant? Well maybe I 
am. ~es it's getting clearer; it's the year 1975 ... 
Lets look Mary Lou Richards up first. There 
she is still pounding away on a typewriter at 
\liner's, only now she wears a ring on the left 
hand third finger. Sorry, but we haven't time to 
find out who he is (poor guy). We must hurry 
on to ... 
Grant's where we find Dorothy Foley still run-
ning from the hardware counter to the .\fen's and 
Boys' counter. 
While we are in .\faine we will drop down lo 
Orrington to call at the little red schoolhouse 
where we find Miss Dorothy Thibodeau teach-
ing school to all the little Jimmy Pelcher Jrs. 
Going to Portland we make a stop at the con-
vent to call on Dorothy .\lurray, now .\fother 
Superior. 
Lucille .\fichaud is spending her time reading 
all papers printed in the year 1945 trying to find 
out just what the ".\lid-Night Curfew" was. 
. 'Ye go from Maine to California. We're just 
Ill time to see .\fona and Ken climbing into their 
new plane. Oh, they almost forgot Kenneth, Jr. 
vVe return to Bangor and bump right into Jane 
Sargent and Joan .\1cGee, only they're in a hurry 
still trying to catch "Hughie" and "Bill". 
~ Ellei; Villard is now head bookkeeper at 
Freese s. Any bookkeeper worried about her 
''trial balance" should look Ellen up. 
What are we doing in Hollywood? Do we 
know any one here? Why! There's Julia Mc-
Carthy, now .\frs. J . .\fcCarron, a great dramatic 
actress. 
Wondering what happened to Rose Kenney 
and Jeanette Caruso? Well, we'll stop at the 
"Home for Aged Women". There they sit, Rose 
still trying to persuade Jeanette to skip out, only 
now she wants to skip out after "lights out". 
There's Kay Whalen writing a book. Yon 
know, she became so embarrassed when Dick 
proposed that she said "No". Oh, yes, the title 
of the book is, "FOR GOODNESS SAKE DON'T 
HE BASHFUL". 
Annette Cummings is still trying to make up 
her mind ... Is it Buddy? Or is it Bobby? Hurry 
Annette, or you'll die an old maid. 
.\fary Jane Healy once thought of as 'bashful 
.\fary" is touring the world as a guest speaker at 
the most prominent \Vomen's Clubs. 
For our last stop we will return to John Bapst 
High School. Why, what a surprise, Joan Veil-
leux teaching Biology! 
Teresa Julian 
Fifteen 
;-.·a me 
.\lary Brangwynne 
Eleanor Brennan 
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Therese Cushman 
Barbara Loftus 
Elizabeth .\fac'\eil 
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Facoritc Song 
Se11timental Journl')" 
Ld's take th;e Loni( \\'a\· I lome 
H1d1t a' Rain · 
Saturday :\i)(ht 
Sm. •kt' Cets in Y 1ur En·s 
\\ ondl'rlul One · 
JI, rt• Comes the :'l:avy 
Cocktails for Two 
\I\ Dreams \re Getting Bdtt·r All 
the Time 
I \\ant to Get .\larried 
Sh<m .\It• tht Loni( \Va' Home 
Call(h 
\\ •ndcrful One 
\\'ho 
Stuff Likt That There 
Put Your Arms \round \fe. Honey 
I !ere Coml'S the \'avv 
.\ldar.,chol) Baby 
Dane ng in the D.1rk 
I- rll'On/e S, '"" 
Always 
.\lwavs 
rm Beginnin!! to Sn the' Light 
Tn11ptation ·· 
.\ly Dreams \re Gettmg Bt•tter All 
the Time 
rn \' ctlk \lone 
Thert• I\ e Said It Again 
Pistol P.llkin' .\l.1ma 
Ll't's Take the Long \Vay llonw 
Smoke Get- in Your Eves 
.\Iona Bartldt 
Jeann .. tte Carm 
LudlJ, .\I: ·haud 
Jane S.tre!• ·11t 
Dorotl 1\ Fult:\ 
Dorotln- Thiliod 
There-a Julian 
t 1 Lll ;s Takl' the Long \\·a, Home 
rm Beginning to Set• thl' Light 
R ,,e 1\:('nr rr 
\lary Jane I lealv 
Annette Cummings 
Dorothv .\lurrav 
.\fan; Lou Richards 
\Iv Dreams Are Gt•ttmg Bettt-r .\II 
fie Tim• 
You'll :\'ever Know 
I'll Walk :\lone 
I'll Remember April 
Candy 
CLASSICAL BITS - GIRLS 
Fac:oritc Band 
llarry James 
Guy Lombardo 
Tommv Dorse\ 
1 larn ·James 
Glenn .\liller 
Tomnn Dursev 
I larn ·Jame' 
Spikt• Jmws 
11 arr)' Jame' 
Tomnn Dorse\ 
Southe.rnaires · 
Guy Lombardo 
Harry James 
Phil Spitalne} 
Tomnn· Dorst'\ 
Corn Cohhlt'rs 
Tomnl\ DorSC'\ 
H.trry James · 
Lt•s Brown 
Sin{!.cr 
Bing Crnsb\ 
Perf) Como 
A11dY Hussell 
Frm~k Sinatra 
Frank Sinatra 
Dick I I av mes 
Bing Cr;ish, 
Perf) Como 
Bini( Crnsh\ 
Bing Crosb, 
Van Johnstln 
Bing Crosby 
Frank .\lunn 
Bing Crosby 
Russ .\lorj;(an 
Bing Crosby 
Bing Crosb) 
Bing Crosby 
Larry Douglas 
Wlil're to Find 
Am old plal'e 
Orono 
Castine 
On the bus 
Fifield's 
Am-m-m 
Newberry's 
.\lodes 
An' place hut school 
Do" Field Officers Club 
Running to school 
\Vhere there's a man 
\lost any plaee 
In the wagon 
\ Vhere there's e'\citement 
Home with ht>r books 
:'llewbe:rry's 
Restaurant 
In a car 
CO~f'.\1ERCIAL BITS - GIRLS 
1-cnorite Band 
Harn· James 
Gm Lombardo 
Harn· James 
Glenn \filler 
Charlie Spivak 
llarrv James 
Les Br;>wn 
Southernaires 
Gll·nn \lill rr 
\' aughn .\Ion rot• 
Benm Goodman 
Harr) James 
llarn Jamt•s 
llarrv James 
II arr~· Ta mes 
Glen~ \filler 
GJt>nn \filler 
Sinucr 
Bing Croshr 
Bing Crosbv 
Bing Crosby 
Bing Croshr 
Boh Hannan 
Bing Crosby 
\'aughn \l onroe 
Frank .\lunn 
Bing Crosbv 
Vaughn .\lonrot• 
Bing Cro.,h) 
Bing Cnhb) 
Bing Crnsb) 
Bing Crosby 
Dennis Day 
Bing Crosby 
Bing Croshr 
\\ 'here to Find 
Home (in the big ehair) 
\\'arren's 
In the front room 
Brno,s Rail 
\\'ith Dick 
J. J. :'llewherry's 
Am where-even where 
Ka~e\ · 
With II ugh it> 
Old Town 
Air Base ( dandng) 
One 1wver knows 
Olympia 
.\lovies 
F. \\'. \Voolworth Co. 
Freese's 
:\nyplaee-anvtime 
\\ ·cakncs.1 
Pt>te 
Food 
Fraunie 
Phil 
\h, men! 
Guess?? 
The '.'lavy 
P,1t's 
Time cloeks 
Lipstick 
Forgetfulness 
Long fingernails 
.\!en-in-general 
Skiing 
Oh! Oh! 
Prompting 
Rocks 
Armed Forces 
That\ a secret 
\Veakness 
Donuie C. 
Jimmv 
Billv 
\lusie 
Diek 
Ken 
.\len 
Perfume 
Sweaters 
Johnm 
\fen · 
Joe 
Clavton 
Cokes 
Strawherrv 
.\lovies · 
Sayinl! yes 
milkshakes 
.Voted For 
Pretty eves 
Smile 
"95's" 
Cornv jokes 
Slowness 
Height 
Giggling 
Brains 
Wit 
Being pleasant 
Poetry 
Being excused 
O.K.'s 
Errands 
Quickness 
Ideas 
Bashfulness 
Biology 
Good nature 
By Mary Quinn 
.Voted For 
Cleverness 
Cheering 
Gift of Gab 
I I itch-hiking 
Sunny disposition 
Giggle 
Curly hair 
Smile 
Whistle 
Being late 
Legs 
Cute clothes 
L1ugh 
Love of bookkeeping 
Dreams 
Goodness 
Getting in trouble 
Mary Lou Richards 
OUR WORKING GIRLS 
\1ost of our girls are working, so how about 
taking a tour around town to look them over? 
Starting at F.reese's we find two of our seniors, 
Ellen Villard and Dot ~urray, slaving away in 
the cash office. The girls are pretty busy and 
can't stop to talk, so we will have to move on. 
Next we cross the street to Grant's, where we 
find Dot Foley trying to sell a handsome soldier 
a blue necktie. She is much too interested to be 
bothered with us. So let's see whom we can 
find at the Five & Ten. Well, look who's here. 
Of all people, Annette Cummings trying to run 
three counters instead of one. And here's Rose 
McNally down in the back of the store. Hosie 
takes care of the lost and found department, be-
sides her own counter. 
The Cameron sisters, Pat and Helene, are 
running the candy counter. Connie Kane is also 
on it at times. That's a pretty good group. 
\faytbc we can get a little candy from them. 
Also residing at the Five & Ten are Vivian 
Gallant, Pauline Sproul, Edwina Lavoie, Bar-
bara Thibeau, and Barbara Hayes. 
Now let's see what's going on in the institu-
tion of Newberry's. Who's that glamour girl 
over there? Why, it's Jane Sargent. Jane has 
been working in the stock room. Excuse, please. 
She puts her time in there. And here's \fona 
Bartlett, trying on some of the new hats that 
just arrived. Yes, \Iona, I think Ken will like 
that hat. 
Upstairs on cosmetics are Pat \lcClay and 
Pat Loftus. That new shade of lipstick is very 
becoming to you, girls. 
And here are some more seniors. Jane Tesseo 
and Yvette \fartin, on glassware. Now, don't 
break all those dishes, girls. 
Barbara Nelligan is on the lunch counter, 
and also included in Newberry's, Inc., are Dot 
\fcGee, Joan Duddy and Alice Perr.y. , 
Going down the street we Ian~ m Warrens 
a11d there is Judy \lcCarthy playing hostess to 
all the customers. Judy tells us that Theresa 
Julian a11d \lary Lou Richards are working in 
an office. Good luck to you, girls. 
\Vant to buy a pair of shoes? There's Shirley 
Madore in the Triangle. Think we could get a 
pair without a stamp? 
\laybe Carolyn \fann and Eleanor Polyott 
will give us a free ticket to the Park Theatre. 
Barbara Loftus, Joan Cushman and Ell~n 
Duddy are soda-jerkers in drug stores, while 
\farie Perry is workinu; at the A. & P. 
( Contimwd on page eighteen) 
A PICTURE 
(;ud, lel me paint a picture 
Of your nature all in tune· 
Ot tl1e silvery showers in April; 
Of the dafiodils in June; 
Of the dew drops in the morning· 
Of the golden sun at noon; ' 
Of th~ flutly clouds all floating high 
_While the yellow daisy breathes a sigh; 
Of the huge sun shining down 
On many fields burnt and brown· 
Of a p~nsy clothed in a velvet gow'n 
lloldmg her head with great renown; 
01 a rose all blushing pink and red; 
Of a river flowing in its bed; 
Of a small brook so it will lie 
Where a crooked road goes passing by· 
Of mountai11s of purple hue, ' 
:Against the sky of cobalt blue; 
Of the beauty of lightning in the <larl-.eued sum-
mer skies; 
Of the majestic ocean while the tides fall and 
rise; 
Of forests of stately pines 
\\There a lonely path usually winds 
\Vltile down below there runs a strear:i 
. The essence of a poet's dream. 
II you would help me do these things 
I would be grateful, King of Kings. 
\farie Perry 
-~~~~~~~~ 
PROPHECY 
(Continued from page fifteen ) 
the radio, "Have You Tried a Raleigh Lately?" 
Now before us is .\1rs. Francis Flagg nee Joan 
Cassidy who is well on her way to her goal of 
twelve children. She is followed by Yevette .\far-
tin the world famous orator whose talents are 
heard far and near. Next is Stell~ Theriault who 
has written a book denouncing Emily Post en-
titled, "Etiquette versus Stella T-." 
Ah, now approac~es the \'aledictorian, Jean 
\fatheson, Ph.D., who is Dean of Women at the 
newly established University of Shangra La. She 
is followed by Jackie Pooler who is the ski expert 
at Sun Valley. Next is \lary Brangwynne who 
has opened an exclusive sanatorium in the Hamp-
den Hills called, "Sleep of the Deep Rest Home." 
She is followed by Jane Tesseo who is head nurse 
at the "Sleep of the Deep Rest Home." She is re-
sponsible for putting them deep into sleep. Next 
is Barbara Loftus. "Oh, sister, how your beads 
do rattle." And oh, yes, last but least is Theodora 
Parent the officers' delight in the PX at Dow 
Field. 
Lucy Utterback 
Seventeen 
CAREERS 
CLASSICAL CAREERS 
I suppose everyone is wondering just what the 
senior classicals plan to do in the near future. 
Joan Cassidy will seek further honors at Rose-
mont College. 
:\fary Brangwynne in starched uniform will 
smooth a fevered brow at St. Elizabt>th's Hos-
pital. 
Barbara Loftus will seek further knowledge, 
but at present has not decided just which school 
she will attend. 
Betty :\1acNeil has aspirations t_owar<l an out 
of state college, and has for a choice LaSalle Jr. 
of :\tassachusetts. 
Yvette :\tartin will look very professional in 
her uniform at St. :\fary's Hospital in Lewiston; 
and Jean :\latheson "'_'ill, no ,doubt, be as clever 
in her studies at St. Elizabeth s as she was at John 
Bapst. 
:\Iarie Perry hopes to be at the U. of :\f. major-
ing in Chemistry with teaching as her goal. 
Rosemary Hiley will further her Catholic edu-
cation at Regis. 
Mary Jane Perry will enter New Rochelle Col-
lege in September. 
Therese Cushman seems to choose telegraphy 
as her vocation and wishes to remain in the state 
of Maine. 
Mary Quinn will trip along the halls of Trinity 
in Washington. 
Mary Agnes Perry prefers to attend a Junior 
college, and it seems that it is going to be LaSalle 
Jr. of Massachusetts. 
Lucy Utterback has her plans set for the U. of 
M. with an eye to the U. of Columbia later on. 
Jackie Pooler will major in one of her favorite 
subjects, "History", at Westbrook Jr. College. 
Eleanor Brennan will look very nice in her 
white uniform at St. Vincent's in New York. 
Stella Theriault plans on being a very good 
student nurse at the Sisters of :\fercy Hospital. 
Ann Meehan intends to enter cadet nursing. 
but is undecided as to which hospital she will 
enter. 
Jane Tesseo's goal is the Peter Bent Brigham 
Hospital in Boston. 
Theodora Parent has her eyes on the 5-year 
nursing coarse at the University of Maine. 
Betty MacNeil 
Ei9hteen. 
COMMERCIAL CAREERS 
After graduation the Senior Commercial Class 
plans to do the following: 
Jane Sargent to continue work at J. J. New-
beIT) 's until the war ends, and then, 0 \fy Good-
11css. 
\Iona Bartlett plans to be a June bride but she 
d()( s11't say what ·year. · 
Teresa J1tlian doesn't say what she plans to do 
for work, probably she'll be employed as stenog-
rapher for the Crntral F11rnitme Company. Un-
less she meets Joe. 
loan \kGee. is planning to attend Beal's Busi-
ne.ss school next fall. 
Annette Cuminrngs will also be a student at 
Beal's Business school next fall but will continue 
work at F. W. \Voolworth's until then. 
Ellen Villard plans to enter the Waves. I'm 
wondering if it's the traveling she's interested in. 
Dorothy Foley says she'd like to work at the 
telephone building. So if the operator gives you 
the wrong munher you'll know it's Dottie. 
:\fary Lou Hichards is going to travel, Cali-
fornia being her destination. 
Kay \Vhalen is planning on marriage when the 
war ends. The lucky guy's name is Dick. 
Jeanette Caruso doesn't say what she wants to 
do, only wait for Whitie. 
Joan Veilleux will also be a telephone operator 
so if you're given the wrong number it can also 
h<' Joa11. 
Hose Kenney is a11other who says she's going 
to wait for a certain guy nam<'d Clayton. 
Julia .\kCarthy is going to be a telephone 
operator until Jimmie comes home. 
Lucille ~I ichaud, who will continue to live in 
Old Town, pla11s to get a position in Bangor. 
:\lary Ja11c Ilealy is going to be a student at 
the -"Jaine School of Commerce. 
Dorothy .\1mray is planning to enter the con-
Vl'nt. 
OUR WORKING GIRLS 
( Co11tinued from paiw seventeen) 
Just 011c more stop for today. Let's go down 
to Hass Park to sec Jeannette Caruso. No Jean-
nette isn't playing there. She is known as teacher 
to all the children. 
That winds up our tour for today. I hope you 
enjoyed it and will come along with us some 
other <lay. 
Joan Magee 
,1 
rs~cHoOL NEWs I 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~=~-~~~~~=~-~~~~~-~=·~~~~~-=~~ 
V-E DAY AT BAPST 
Victory in Europe at last! Such an exclamation 
was voiced by one and all of us Bapst students. 
On that eventful V-E Day, we assembled in the 
auditorium to attend a program previously ar-
ranged for this occasion. At first we prayed in 
unison to thank God for bringing the European 
war lo a victorious end. 
Then Ernest Henley's famous piece "Invictus" 
was rendered by Porter Elliott and graciously 
appreciated by all. Afterwards the girls' glee 
club sang a patriotic song especially suited to 
the occasion. Ivan Lancaster followed with a 
pah"iotic recitation with which he had previously 
taken second place in the Spear Contest. Follow-
ing this, Brother Samuel gave a summary of the 
terrible European \Var, enabling us to know how 
grateful we should be to Divine providence for 
ending this terrible conflict; and how we should 
continue to storm Heaven with continued prayers 
to hasten the day of victory in the Pacific. 
The following day the entire student body was 
present at St. John's Church to listen to an in-
spiring sermon. by Father \lacFarlane, followed 
by H.osary and Litanies recited in thanksgiving. 
V-E Day observances came to a close the next 
day with Holy \lass and Benediction at St. John's 
Church, again attended by the students and 
faculty. On this day, the Blessed Sacrament was 
exposed for veneration on the altar all day. All 
were urged to visit the church continuou~ly dur-
ing the day. 
Thus did we observe V-E day. For us it was a 
day of rejoicing, but primarily it was one of 
prayerful thanksgiving. Let us follow the sug-
gestions of the authorities in the government and 
constantly pray to God that the victory over 
Japan will come in the near future, so that all of 
our relatives and friends may come home to us, 
and that we may once again enjoy the benefits of 
peace. 
Robert Brangwynne 
TWO STUDENTS CALLED TO THEIR 
ETERNAL REWARD DURING PAST 
SCHOOL YEAR 
Twice during the past school year, the entire 
faculty and student body was shocked to hear 
of the sudden deaths of our fellow students 
Victor \fayo and Henry Currier. ' 
Victor \fayo, a member of the Junior Aca-
demic class, met his death due to a hunting ac-
cident November 1st. 
Henry Currier, a Freshman Academic stu-
dent, died ~larch 27 after only a few hours' 
illness. 
. Altho~1gh the deaths of these boys were un-
timely, m the sense that they were in the prime 
of youth, we are sure that through God's great 
~iercy, and through the many prayers offered 
for the repose of their souls, they have reached 
their eternal reward. 
While we remember these boys in our pray-
ers, let us also remember that death strikes sud-
denly and without warning, and take heed that 
our souls are prepared at all times to face our 
\laker. 
HONOR PARTS AWARDED TO 
OUST ANDING STUDENTS 
ln every graduating class a few students stand 
ou_t a~ove the others f?r their_ scholarship and ap-
phcahon to. study ,durmg their four years in high 
school. This years classes are no exception. In 
the Boys' Department, John Royal, Hugh Good-
nes~, and Donald Aucoin showed the way for 
their fellow members. The leaders and winners 
in the Girls' Department are Elizabeth Jean 
~1atheson, \lary Brangwynne, and Ellen Villard. 
These students have proved themselves eminent-
ly worthy of the honors bestowed on them. They 
have proved to be a credit to their parents and 
their teachers. Each one receives the acclaim of 
the student body to whom they have set such a 
shining example. 
Jean \1atheson, our Valedictorian, is Vice 
President of her senior class. When Bapst stu-
( Continued on next page) 
Nineteen 
FOOTBALL SQUAD ENJOYS BANQUET 
A testimonial banquet was held at the Penob-
scot Exchange Hotel 011 November 20, 1944, for 
~he members of 1944's successful football squad. 
Urother Denis Joseph, toastmaster, opened the 
program by giving full praise to Brothers Mar-
tinian and Haymond for their aid as assistant 
coaches. Urother \fedar<l, coach, praised the fine 
spirit displayed hy the boys all season. John 
Ho) al, captain, gave a brief report of the games 
played. Brother Samuel, principal, congratulated 
the ho) s and their coach 011 their fine sportsman-
ship. 
The entire faculty of Brothers attended the 
banquet. Also present were, Fathers \fanette 
and Lappin from St. \lary's parish, and Fathers 
Carlson and \facFarlane from St. John's. The 
cheerleaders, Julia \1cCarthy, Ellen Polyot, Jane 
Sargent, \lary Brangwy1me, and \larie Perry, 
also attended, as did the memhers of the ticket 
staff. 
After the meal and talks, the assembled guests 
were shown football movies of the highlights of 
the hest ganws of recent years. 
John Talbot '4.'5 
PARTY HELD FOR ENTERTAINMENT 
OF BASKETBALL TEAM 
During the Easter holidays, an informal party 
was held in the boys' assemhly room of John 
Bapst for the enjoyment of the members of the 
basketball team, as honor guests, the cheer-
leaders, and the members of the ticket and re-
freshment staffs for athletics. 
Sister Eulalia of tlw girls' department attrac-
tively decorated the room with banners and crepe 
in a real festive manner. Small tahk•s were ar-
ranged around the room, booth style, and refresh-
ments were plentifull) supplied. \lusic was fur-
nished by a loudspeaker. Games, prizes, dancing, 
and laughter made the party the most successful 
one of the year. 
ATHLETIC AWARDS PRESENTED AT 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
In appreciation of their efforts in giving Bapst 
two of its best teams in years in football and 
basketball, the following boys were presented 
the major letters they earned for their playing 
by Brother Sa1m1el Principal, and Brother 
\ledard, Director of Athletics. 
Foothall- \fajor awards: John Royal, cap-
tain, James \1cCarron, Leo Burke (in the army), 
Donald Heardon, Joseph McLellan, Eugene 
Damien, William Booker, Charles Carlisle, Al-
Twent!f 
phonse Desrosiers, Hugh Goodness, John Elliott, 
Hichanl \fartin, Gerald King, John Hiokson, 
and Donald McCann. 
Basket1ball.........,Major aware.ls: John Hyder, cap-
tain, John \looney, John Hickson, Thomas 
Trniner, Hichard Drinon, John Elliott, Joseph 
\lcLellan, .John Trainer, \Villiam Booker, and 
.John Hoyal. \linor awards: Robert Brang-
wynne, George Drinon, and Terrence \fcAloon. 
All of the mem·bers of the basketball team 
were also presented with Tournament medals. 
These medals were presented to the contesting 
teams by the Maine Principals Association. All 
teams selectecl for tournament play received 
these medals. 
HONOR PARTS 
(Continued from preceding page) 
dents took over the city government on \lay 14, 
Jean ac~ed as City Solicitor. The subject of her 
graduatwn address will be "The Polish Issue". 
1_'he . Salutatorian, .John Hoyal, has been very 
active. 111 all walks of student activities, including 
d~bat111g, public speaking and sports. lie cap-
ta111ed tile. football team this past year, and has 
al.so won his letter in, basketball, and is a member 
of the baseball team. I le was City Clerk on Good 
Citizenship Day. 
\lary E. Bra11gwy1111e, the first essayist, is the 
treasurer of the senior class, and was one of the 
chee1:~eaders. On \lay 14, she took the place of 
~he City Health Nurse. lier essay will be entitled 
Th<' Dun~ba~'ton Oaks Peace Program". 
II ugh ~:· Goodness, the second essayist, was 
elected City \tanager 011 \1av 14. He is a letter 
!.nan it.1 foo~lrnll. and h.~1sehaI1 : His essay will he 
The Sl'c11nty Council . 
The third essayist is Ellen \'illard a member 
~.>f. the~ Girls' ~:lee Club. Iler essay' deals with 
1 lw Economic and Social Councils". 
_Donald. E . . \ucoi11, the fourth essayist, was the 
wumer of the Gold \ledal in Commercial sub-
jects. I le was a ma11ager in athletics and active 
in_ intrammal sports. Tlw subject of his essay is 
1 he Brdto11 \Voocls \fonetary Proposals". 
At the same time as the above named were 
namt·cl as gracl11ation s1wakt•rs, the mt'dal winners 
W<'r<' also a1111m111ct•cl. Elizalwth Jean \fatheson 
and .John Hoyal. won the Gold \ lc•dals for gcn-
l'ral excellence 111 the i\cademic Course. Ellen 
~ illard ancl Donald Aucoin won the Gold \1edal 
for general excellenct• in the Commercial sub-
jects. Fi11ally. Joan Cassidy am! .John Hoyal were 
awarded the Cole! \leclals for excellence in Chris-
tian Doctrine for their four years. 
Francis King 
STUDENTS HAVE ANNUAL RETREAT 
Ou April 26, 1945, the student hody of John 
Bapst participated in a retreat given under the 
spiritual guidance of Hev. W. F. McGinnis, C. S. 
C. of tht' Holv Ghost Fatlwrs in the school audi-
torium. During the four days in which the re-
treat was h<'ld the students assisted at the Holy 
Sacrifice of the \1ass. Through the morning ses-
sions th<'y heard talks given by Father \fcGin-
nis. 
The aims of this retreat and others that will 
follow arc to give the hoys and girls a chance to 
know Cod better, also to straighten out any <p1es-
tious or problems that might confront them. 
J 11 these times when the world is so mixed up, 
the retreat is a valuable aid to the spiritual de-
velopment of youth, the youth that some day will 
take their place in running the affairs of this 
country. 
Porter Elliott 
IV AN LANCASTER WINS THIRD PLACE 
IN SPEAR CONTEST 
The annual Spear Speaking Contest was held 
in Brewer High School this year, with \Ir. A. 
Pillsbury, principal of Brewer, as master of cere-
monies.· Hobe1t Whittier of Bangor High School 
won the contest, with his rendition of "Anything 
Can I lappen". Second place went to Ah-:ah 
Hutchinson of Stonington Jligh School. Third 
place went to Ivan Lancaster '48, who delivere? 
.. The Barber of Seville". A great deal of credit 
is due to Ivan for his splendid showing. \lost of 
those competing (fourteen in all) were upper-
classmen, while Ivan is a freshman. We can ex-
pect gH'.tt things from Ivan in his future years as 
a p11hlic s1wal-er. 
FASHIONS AT BAPST 
It looks like skirts and button cardigans or 
"sloppy" pullovers are all the go for winter wear 
at John Ha pst. 
Heport card day hrings the more dress-up 
look. \fa} l>l' a new dress; of course, no frills. 
Just simpl} tailored in a flattering color. 
With Spring come the cotton dresses. See:-
sucker suits and one and two-piece dresses m 
stripes, plaids, and checks. The seasonal 
BAPST DEBATING CLUB BEGINS INTER-
SCHOLASTIC COMPETITION 
.\fter a lapse of several years, John Bapst once 
111ore represented in inter-scholastic debating 
contests as a member of the Penobscot Valley 
Conference. \Ve are in hopes that this scholastic 
activity will continue to gain in popularity with 
the students, and will remain an essential part of 
the school program. 
As was to be expected from an inexperienced 
group, our teams won no championships this 
year. However_, despite the lack of experience, 
the members of the teams showed great promise 
of a bright future. 
The following students made up the debatin•Y socict~ : \ffinnative, Porter Elliott '45, Franci~ 
Daily '-ti. William Hyan '47, Ivan Lancaster '48, 
Hose \lcNally '46; Negative, John Hoyal '4.5, Wil-
liam \mhrose '4.5. David Goggin '47, Edward 
Talbot '47, and Charlene Brochu '-16. The two 
te.11ns were coached hv Brother Samuel and 
Brother Dennis Joseph 1:espectivel~. It was prin-
cipally due to their tireless efforts that the teams 
were as s11ccessful as they were. \ Vhen we look 
at the roster of names we can readilv see that 
only three memlwrs of the team will he lost by 
graduation. 
The schools debated were all in the Penobscot 
\ 'alley Conference, Brewer, Bucksport, Orono, 
Ellsworth, and Old Town. Each team, the 
\lfinnative, and the Negative, debated once each 
with the above schools. 
The following debaters received medals for 
their distinguished service: \Villiam Ambrose. 
John Royal, Porter Elliott, William Ryan, and 
Charlene Brochu. The entire team was tendered 
a banquet at the Penobscot Hotel in April. 
William Ambrose '4.5 
There was a young man from the city, 
Who met what he thought was a kitty. 
H e gave it a pat, 
Saying, "Nice little cat!" 
They buried his clothes out of pity. 
huraches or cut-out shoes in all color>s again 
appear as fashion news. 
Even the hair styles change with the weather. 
Long hanging braids with pretty bows, up-
sweeps, short feather bobs and French braids 
giw Pach one that individual something. 
Eleanor Brennan 
Twenty-one 
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SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 
Besides all the Dramatic club social events and 
sport parties, there were many oth<'r social ac-
tivities in the school during the current year. 
The freshmen boys started the social whirl by 
giving a wonderfu I party for the .freshmen girls. 
The party b<'gan about se~en-thirty and las~cd 
until eleven. The boys had 111st aho11t everythmg 
for tlw girls. There wen• sandwiches, cakes. 
cookies, candy. ice crt'am and coke. Tht' hoys' 
assembly hall was very_ artistically decorated, '.111d 
showed manv hours of hard work am\ pla11111ng. 
There \Vas 1;rnsic, dancing. singing and games, 
and the boys distributed cute little bids and 
green and reel paper hats. . . 
Several months later the freshme11 girls n•-
turnc<l this party, and they also l.iad sandwiches, 
cake, cookies, candy, coke and ice cream. The 
boys and girls danced, !Jlayed ~ames, sang, and 
everyone had a very delightful hme: Tht.• assem-
blv hall was decorated in red, wl11te and hlut>, 
a1{d the favors consisted of Indian hats. The bids 
were very pretty; they were blue suede with gay 
Hags on the covers. 
\1iss Profita's sophomore speech class also had 
a very nice party. Besides the 11sual music, re-
freshments, and g;unes, a program was pn•sented 
by various members of the class. The girls' as-
sembly hall was filled with che~·r and laughter 
for this unus11ally successful social. 
After the football season there was a dance 
held in the school a11clitorium i11 honor of the 
football scpiad. During intermission t~1e ~J\aye~s 
were given their awards. The dance Inds for tlus 
affair wen• in the shape of footballs. 
The seniors gave the juniors a formal Junior 
Prom. There were four girl candidatt-s for q11een, 
an<l four boy candidates for king. Tlwst.• candi-
dates wen• Gwen J ausson, Jane Pooler, Eleanor 
Polvot Carolyn \1ann, George Gross, John \locm~y, Bill Booker and John \kCa'.thy. Dur-
ing intermission John :\fooney and (.wen .Jans-
son were crowned king and q11een of the prom. 
The king and q11een sat 011 their throne on the 
stage with their attendants <luring the first waltz 
after intermission. The queen was presented a 
colonial bouquet and the king a white buttonaire. 
There is not much time left in the school year, 
but the seniors are still looking forward to the 
senior dance and to a senior banquet. These will 
bring to an end the social events of the year. 
Jacqueline Pooler 
Twen t11-two 
STUDENTS OF BAPST TAKE OVER 
DUTIES OF CITY MANAGEMENT 
011 :\lay 14, the st11dents of John Bapst took 
over tlw duties of the various offices and depart-
nwnts of the citv governnwut of Bangor. The 
object of this procedure was to acquaint the stu-
dents more intilllately with the functions of the 
city gowrnlllent. 111 filling these offices the stu-
dents carric·d out the election and choosing of 
oflieials alllong thelllselves in the same manner 
in which a public election is held. Hegular bal-
lots were prepared, and the voting was done in 
s(•erd as in ordinary elt'ctions. The elected stu-
dents thrn appointed public officials to the vari-
cJ11s appointive offices. 
On the day chost.•n, \lay 14, the students 
selected reported to the various public offices 
where they were met by the regular officials. For 
the rest of the dav the students assumed the 
d11 ties of the p11 hlic 'offices u mler the guidance of 
regular officials. whom they accompanied 
throughout the day in the performance of their 
d11ties. 
The choosin.1!; of offices from the student body 
was IH'g1111 by the unanimo11s selection of John 
Hoyal as City Clerk. I le then rect>ived the peti-
tions of those st11dents desiring to he on the City 
Co1111cil. and the nominations were placed on the 
l>allots. ,\ reg11lar election was held and the fol-
lowing students were elected to the City Council: 
Charil's Carlisle, Hobert Carnev, Hosp Kenney, 
\'v(•tte :\lartin, Joseph \lcLeilan, :\lary Jane 
Pen) , Donald Heardon, John Hyder and Jane 
Tt.•sseo. Hobert Carney was "caught in the draft" 
before \lay 14, am\ Donald Ploun\e was chosen 
in his place. 
Tlw newly Pkckd Citv Co11ncil then met and 
chose st11dents to fill in the appointive positions 
i 11 the city govern nwn t. 
Citu Ma1wgcr- ll11gh Cood1wss. Sec'v Ellen 
\'illard, Teresa J 11lian. , 
Cit!J Clerk- .iohn Hoyal. Sec'y Gwendolyn 
Jansson. 
Cif!J Solicitor-Jean \fatheson 
Assessors- Don;ild Aucoin, Lucv Utterback. 
G(•org(• Blinn. ' 
Sclwol Co111111ittee-\Villiam Booker, Chair-
man. Hichard \lartin, Vice-chairman, Julia ~fc­
Carthy, Sec'y, Gerald King. J. Caruso. 
~11pcri11fellllent of Sc/ioo/s...:._Donald Hogers. 
School Agent- Kathleen Whalen. 
( l.011tinm·<l on pa~l' IWl'nh -fonr) 
John Bapst Dramatic Club 
Front Row, left to right: Jacqueline Pooler, Betty MacN'eil, Corinne Bonneau, ~Iarion Stanley, Joan O'Connor. 
s .. cond Row: Charlene Broc.:hu, Catheritw MacNeil, Madeline Parady, Mary Katherine Flanagan, Mary Lou 
Pooler, Ellen ~larie Polyot, Stella Theriault, Margart'! Perry. 
Third Row: Juanita Stanley, Charlott.- Smith, Therese Cushman, Lucy L'tterhack, ~lary Jane Perry, Peggy 
Branj.'twynne, ~fari(• PPrry. 
t~ourth Row: Ro~emary Rile}', Pauline O'Ht~aron, Betty Ann O 'Connor, Alice O'Leary, Patricia Farwell, 
~lary Agnes Perry, Joan Cassidy, Margaret Landers. 
J'ifth Row: Dorothy Saltzgaver, Leona Silver, Mary Quinn, Betty Leard, Joan Philbrook, Arlene Richards, 
Helena \Vilson. 
Sixth Row: Ellen Duddy, Jane Pool<•r, Gwendolyn Jansson, Helen Quinn, Eileen Ambrose. 
DRAMATIC CLUB 
Bat:k i11 the dark ages, on September 28 to be 
exact, the first nwetin~ of the John Bapst Dra-
matic Club was held. This first meeting was un-
der tlw supervision of :\ l iss Profita, our club direc-
tor. Class representatives were elected Jrom the 
four classes. 
-tA Joan Cassidy 
-tB Julia :\lcGarthy 
3A Gwendolyn Jansson 
3B Flo1 enee \lartin 
2A I lelen Quinn 
l A Pa mt' la Short 
lB Irene Hichards 
Qn October 8 all nwmhers were officially 
initiated into the fold at a party held in the as-
semhlv hall which was decorated in red, white 
and hi11e. 
( Continul'd on paj!t' twentv-five) 
SHUBERT ALLEY 
(Editor's ~1o~c: For our review of Slwbe1t Alleu 
we are repnntmg the story that appeared in the 
Bangor Daily News on \fay 17, 1945.) 
The John Bapst high school Dramatic club 
presented Shubert Alleu to an enthusiastic audi-
ence last night at the John Bapst auditorium. Un-
der the. capable directorship of :\liss Josephine 
:\I. Profita, a member of the faculty of the girls' 
department, the ~tel Dinnelli play in prologue 
and seven scenes, "A Play for \ \!omen," by an all-
girl cast, dramatically portrays a young girl's 
faith in her own future, her gratitude to those 
who unfairly thwarted her ambition temporarily. 
It was the resounding triumph of goodness and 
honesty over captious characters, petty jealousies 
and human faults to which all are prey and to 
which man)I succumb. 
(Continued on page twentv-five) 
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CITY GOVERNMENT 
(Continued from page twenty-two) 
Attendance Officer-Robert Barry. 
Superintendent of Public W arks-Terence Mc-
Aloon; Dept. Sec'y, Annette Cummings; General 
Foreman, James O'Brien; Park Foreman, Louis 
Jameson; Highway Foreman, Virgil King; Engi-
neers, Francis Flanagan, Alfred Sheehan; Drafts-
men, Clifton \1oors, \Vilfred Brooks. 
S11J1eri11tende11t of City Fllrm-Alphonse Des-
rosiers; Ass't, H. Baker. 
Secretary Overseers of Poor-Hobt'rt \h.mm, 
Alfred Leavitt; Sec'y, S. Theriault. 
City Recreation Director-Joan \lagee; Sec'y, 
Hose \lcNally. 
City Electricim1-Lawrence Hiley; Ass't. Hugh 
Whitty; Sec'y, Hose \I. Hiley. 
City Librarian-Donald King; Sec'y, :Mary 
Quinn; Librarians, Shirley \fadore, Leona Silver, 
Frances Brochu, Charlene Brochu, .I ane Pooler, 
I lelen Quinn. 
City Auditor-Jane Sargent; Chief Clerk, 
\Iona Bartlett; Payroll Clerk, Joan Veilleux; 
Clerk, Eleanor Polyot. 
City Treasurer-Joan Cassidy; Sec'y, Betty 
\lacNeil. 
City Fire Chief-Gerald Soucie; Captains, Ed-
ward Willette, Alfred Willette; Lieuts., Joseph 
Hice, Donald Hichards; Switchboard Operators, 
;\fary Agnes Perry, John Trainer. 
City Police Chief-Evan Pelkey; Captain, 
Francis Hyder; Inspectors, Paul Snodgrass, Hob-
ert Carroll, Halph Laforge, William \laham•y. 
Police DeJ1art111e11t-Juven_ile Officer, Hichard 
Ford; D<'sk Sergeant, \Villiam Rivers; Police 
\Voman, Lucille \fichaud. 
M1111iciJ1lll Court ]lldge-John Talbot; Court 
Clerk, Porter Elliott; Sec'y, Ellen Duddy. 
City llellltli Officer-Eleanor Brennan; Nmsf', 
\[ary Brangwynne; Sec'y, Barbara Loftus. 
S11J1eri11te11de11t of Water DeJ!l.-\Villiam Arn-
hrost'; Ass't, John \[oorwy; Foreman, John Cox; 
I lead Clerk and Collector, Alice O'Leary; Sec'y, 
Betty ·\nn O'Connnr; Clerks, Barbara Nelligan. 
Th<'odora Parent, Jacqueline Pooler. 
Tht' reins of tlw government were successfullv 
taken over b} this student group without co1i-
fusion. This affair prO\ ided for those who partici-
Twenty-/ our 
OUR HELP IN THE WAR EFFORT 
Do not let it be said that the senior Classical 
girls of John Bapst High School lack the ambi-
tion to do their part toward the ending of this 
war. For instance, several weeks ago we had a 
clothing drive in which 8.50 pounds of clothing 
for the allied nations were collected by the 
school and donated to the parish donation. 
The organizations that the senior girls repre-
sent are: nmses' aide, filter center, civilian air 
patrol and U. S. 0. 
The nurses' aides help at the Eastern Maine 
General I lospital, and from all reports they help 
out quite a hit. They take temperatures, pulses, 
help clean the kitchen and wards, bring in wash 
basins and towels, and feed the helpless ones. 
Thl' ones who do this are: Lucy Utterback, 
Betty \1aeNeil, Joanne Cassidy, Mary Jane 
Perry, Stella Theriault, Mary Quinn, seniors; 
Gwen Jansson, Jane Pooler, juniors; Mary Lou 
Pooler, Eileen Ambrose, and Helen Quinn, 
sophomores. 
The filter center work is taken over by Lucy 
Uttnback, Joanne Cassidy, and Mary Jane 
Perry. 
~1arie Perry is the only senior in the Civilian 
Air Patrol, but there are others from the differ-
ent classes. 
Our U. S. 0. group of seniors who volunteer 
to kl'ep the Catholic hooks and magazines at 
the club in order are: Yvette ~fartin, Jacqueline 
Pooler, Stella Tlwriault, Betty \facNeil, Lucy 
U ttl'rback, and \fary Quinn. 
On a person-to-person survey we found out 
that P\ Pry girl in the classical room has bought 
war bonds and stamps, has collected old news-
pap1·rs and used fats, writes to at least one boy 
in the service, an<l remembers to pray for all 
our servicerm·n every day. 
~lary Quinn 
pated, tht> r<'alization of what it is like to be a 
"big shot· for a day. It also gave them practical 
and valirable knowkdgp of how our city is man-
agc·d. 
John Talbot '4.5. 
OUR LADY OF GOOD COUNSEL 
SODALITY 
On October 16, l94.5, Our Lady of Good Coun-
sel So<lalitv held its first business meeting of tlw 
year. Ne~ officers were elected. They were as 
follows: 
Prefect-Eleanor \1. Brennan 
Vice Prefect-Anne Meehan 
Secretary-.! acqueline Pooler 
Treasurer-\lari~ Perry 
All business meetings <luring the current year 
were held in the girls' assembly hall. A Spiritual 
meeting was held monthly in St. John's Church. 
Many projects were planned ~uring the current 
year, all of which were accomphshe~. . 
Nearly 80 new Socialists were received mto the 
Sodality during this year. . . . 
\ly thanks, and the tl~anks of ~II the Sodahsts'. 
go to our \loderator, Sister Callista, and to our 
Spiritual Director, Father ~1cF~rlane. Under 
their guidance the Sociality expenenced a most 
successfu 1 year. 
Eleanor \1. Brennan '4.5 
DRA\fATIC CLUB 
( Continul'cl from page twenty-three) 
Club ollicc·rs were elected on October _11, the 
second meeting. and they were the followmg: 
President-loan Cassidy 
\'ice Presidt•nt-Jane Pooler 
Secretary-Theresa Cushman 
Trc-asurer-Ilelen Quinn 
A constitution was drawn up and the first John 
Bapst dramatic club was off to an offic!al start .. 
Just to show that nothing was to? difficul,! fm 
us· to undertake. om first presentation was The 
I " Tl · t k ]·ice on Decem-So11g of Bernac ette . 11s oo · P ' 
J)('r }.'3 and smpassed all expectations to be an 
overwhelming snccc-ss. I lats off to our coach. 
~fiss Profita. 1 d 
The next club undertaking was a form~, ancP 
l . · Th Dram·1 held in the John Bapst AtH 1tonu111. e ' 
Prom" was ·a huge success, attended hy s~ven1ty 
couples with music hv the Sonth~rnmres. T 1d 
hall was attractively decoratc.:(~ _with. bhie ,~~~t' 
white. the elnb colors, and cha11 s and t,ibles 
phtec•d ·1hout the room cabaret style. h 1 Two ~ne-ac:t plavs were put on at the c urc 1 
. 1 l . · ·l 1 On February 9 rc•11111on~ bv t w < ranutic c 11 J. . • f 
nwmlwrs of tlw club went to the U!11~ers11 ° 
\faine to see the "lmaginarv Invalid an1 od \larch 9 to see "Nine Girls"; and th:it compete 
out activities until after Easter. h ld f 
Dming E;1ster week try-outs were e or 
"Sl111 lwrt :\Ile·)" the next dramatic clu h pl av to be 
presented. It has an all girl cast of nineteen 
members and will have taken place by the time 
w<:> go to press. 
On Friday, April 20, a barn social was held at 
the Essex Stn'et Grange for members of the club 
ancl their l'scorts. Transportation was provided 
hy trucks and everyone was dressed in genuine 
country styk. 
All dram:1tic club activities have been success-
ful this year. ~liss Profita is responsible for this. 
She has helped us form a club which has added 
enjoyment to our senior year. Our hope is that 
the ones who will follow in our footsteps will 
havt> as much pleasme in the dramatic club as we 
did. 
Joan Cassidy 
SHUBERT ALLEY 
(Continued from page twenty-three) 
The Chris of Joan Cassidy is very reminiscent 
of her staning role as Bernadette in The Song of 
Bernadette, as played by the John Bapst high 
school Dramatic club last December before an 
awecl_ a1:dicnce. 
Miss Ellen Duddy, as the self-sacrificing sister 
Fay, was very natural in her part. She was the 
mother in Tlie Song of Bernadette and she con-
tinues her role as the one who sacrifices every-
thing for others. Therese Cushman is the tradi-
tional scheming step-mother and she is very 
convincing. \1ary Lou Pooler, the wise-cracking 
actress, who works in a department store be-
tween engagements, leaves no doubt as to her 
ability. Gwendolyn Jansson, Alice O'Leary, 
Eileen Ambrose and Katherine Flanagan carry 
on in their own inimitable fashion, as tried and 
true friends. Bettv .\facNeil, Corinne Bonneau 
and Stella Theriault are quite a trio in .\fiss Cas-
sidy's rise to the top. Lucy Utterback and Joan 
O'Connor contribut<> their support from opposite 
angles. \fary Agnes Perry, .\fary Quinn, \fary 
Jane Perry, Helen Quinn, Charlene Brochu and 
\farie Perry are realistic portrayals of the just 
and unjust. 
The dramatis personae, under .\1iss Profita's 
direction, was professional in their various in-
terpretatious. Too much credit cannot be be-
stowed on .\1iss Profita for her selection of char-
acters, costumes and general lighting effects. A 
staitling innovation. entirely .\Iiss Profita's idea. 
was a revolving stage. The revolutions were 
noiseless and there were audible oh's and ah's 
from the enthralled audience as the different set-
tings presented themselves after practically no 
waiting. 
Twenty-fit>e 
CHILDHEN OF MARY SODALITY 
St. Mary's Parish 
One of the most eventful activities of the aver-
age Amcric.m Catholic girl is the Sodality. All 
over the United States we find different sodalitics 
honoring Our Blessed \fother. 
St. \lary's Sodalists have contributed their 
share with another successful year behind them. 
Under the skillful and unique direction of our 
\foclerator, Sister \lary Pius, this vear has been 
a happy and successful one. \Ve are deeply ap-
preciative of her untiring efforts which made the 
following projects suecessful ones. 
Triduum preceding Our Lady's Birthday, Sep-
tember 8. This was especially for the Junior 
Sodalists to ask her blessing on their efforts and 
to bless the school year. 
The Holy Hour of Septemlwr 24, \fercy Day, 
was the finale of a Novena made for our boys in 
the Ser\'.ice of the country. 
The general Spiritual \leeting of the Sodality 
was held on the third Sunday of each month. 
The Little Office of the Blessed \1other and five 
decades of the Rosary were said on these occa-
sions. The inspiring talks given by our Spiritual 
Director, Heverend John F. Nelligan, at these 
meetings were aids to increase personal holiness 
and a spur to Catholic Action. 
October found the Sodalists active in a drive 
for the Family Hosary pledge. One hundred and 
sixty-seven families pledged themselves to the 
daily recitation of the Hosary for the duration 
that "God, in His merey, through the intercession 
of the Queen of the \fost l loly Hosary, will pro-
tect our loved ones in the armed forc;s of the 
United States, bless our country and bring us to 
a just and lasting peace." Through this month 
we also earried out the project of a living Hosary. 
The "\feet the Saints" social had many con-
sulting the lives Jf the Saints as to the customs, 
manners and dress of the particular saint that 
they were to represent. Bette Ann Davis carried 
off first prize. She impersonated St. Therese, the 
Little Flower of Jesus. 
,\ triduum preceded All Saint's Day. 
Again we were asked to do our share for the 
success of the Heunion. \Ve had three socials and 
our booth was ahle to turn in its greatest quota 
in a m11nlwr of years. 
\fany of om Sodality members have given 
their services in helping the war effort by becom-
ing members of the Heel Cross and Nurses Aide 
Committees. 
At Thanksgiving we all contributed generously 
to filling ancl distributing baskets to the poor and 
needy. 
A select choir sang the carols at the City Farm 
at Christmas time. 
Daily \fass, l loly Communion and frequent 
visits were advocated during the Lenten Season. 
The last social t•vent up to the publishing of 
this paper was the commemoration of World-
Wide Sociality Day. This was a joint affair of the 
\tarried Ladies' Sociality and the Children of 
\Luy. The members of both organizations re-
ceiwd Holy Communion at the 8: 15 Mass. A 
Communion breakfast, at which Reverend E. 
Fitzgerald was the guest speaker, was held at St. 
\fary's Hall. The pastor, Hev. J. F. Nelligan, also 
spoke briefly at this affair. A beautiful shrine of 
\lary, adorned with flowers and candles was 
erected on the center of the stage. 
Daily \fass and Devotions in honor of \fary 
was held during this month closing with the 
usual impressive ceremony of the Crowning of 
the Statue of our Lady. 
Sodality activities have been especially inter-
esting this year and in closing we again thank 
our \1odt•rator. Also, it is only appropriate that 
we mention our former \loderator, Sister \fary 
Dolorosa, and extt•nd thanks for her past years of 
service with our Sodality. 
\fary Agnes Perry 
'>..~ · ~- ·=· ·=· ~ The Year 
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FOOTBALL SEASON IS VERY SUCCESSFUL 
When football rolled around last fall 50 candi-
dates reported to Broadway park in answer to 
Brother \1edard's call. The majority of the can-
didates were as green as grass, but with plenty 
of hard work under the careful guiding hands of 
Brother \ledard, with the aid of Brother Mar-
tinian, line coach, a hard-hitting, smoothly-
working team was whipped into shape. 
The Crusaders turned out one of their best 
teams in years this season, chalking five wins 
against two defeats and one tie. The fighting 
Irish toppled Orono, Bangor, Skowhegan, 
Brewer, and I liggins, bowing to Old Town and 
Stearns, while they fought a scoreless tie with 
Fairfield. 
Bapst O Old Town 33 
In the opening game of the season, lack of ex-
perience seemed to be the fate of the Crusaders 
as they bowed to the veteran team of Old Town 
High. 
Bapst 3:3 Orono 0 
1 n their first home game the Crusaders had 
little trouble trouncing Orono High by the tune 
of 33-0. It was in this game that many of the 
reserws prowd to be good athletes. 
Bapst 1-'3 Stearns 14 
Tlw Crusaders dropped their second game: a 
lwartbreaker, to Stearns I I igh, in the final . mm-
utes of the game. The Crusad<:>rs led up until the 
last five minutes of play. 
I' t 13 Bangor 12 1aps . 
lt1 their annual battle, waged on the rain-
soaked Garland Street field, the Crusaders proved 
their worth hy defeating the Bangor Rams for 
the first time in eleven years. 
In the opening minutes Bangor recovered a 
fumble to score the first touchdown of the day. 
But the Fighting Irish took over the ball_ and 
never once lost it until they scored one mmute 
before the half ended. 
Tlw second half was a repetition of the first. 
The Hams intercepted a pass and raced the ball 
owr the goal for their second touchdown. From 
( Continued on next page) 
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THE FOOTBALL SQUAD IN REVIEW 
One may have seen the spirit that character-
ized this year's team, the will to win against all 
odds, and the will to play clean, no matter what. 
This spirit was infused in the team by their Coach 
Brother ~1edard. Day in and day out he worked 
with the team and helped them to go through 
such a fine season. He trained the backfield and 
ends. The fine ball handling that you saw was 
due to his fine work. 
Brother \fartinian, line coach, assisted Brother 
\ledard, and when you saw that powerful line 
move, you could see that they were well coached. 
Dick \lartin was the starting center. Dick, 
backing up the line on defense, tackled with 
driving power the opposing backs as they started 
through an opening. On the offense he played 
like a veteran although this was his first year as 
center. 
The guards were Don Reardon, and Alphonse 
Derosiers. These men really opened holes for 
the hacks. On defense they played in the other 
team's backfield all day long, sending the oppo-
nents reeling towards their own goal. "Brute" 
Elliott and "Bonesy" ~1cCaun, the tackles, let 
the opposing backs bounce off them and then 
shoved them back ten or twenty yards. There 
were not many teams that tried to send a play 
through them the second time. 
The ends were Bill Booker and Captain John 
Hoyal. These ends kept the opposing backs run-
ning inside and on many occasions hit them far 
behind the line of scrimmage. Sometimes the\" 
tric>d their s\ill at running and passing and did 
a fairly good job. 
The man who ran the team was little Jackie 
Hyder. His brilliant miarterhacking sent the 
team over the opponents' goal on many occa-
sions. On dt>fense his tackles were something to 
watch and admire. 
The halfbacks were Jimmy ~1cCarron and 
Jerry King. These boys went big guns for the 
team and ripped off numerous long gains. On 
defense they were terrific. Viciously they tackled 
(Continued on next page) 
Twen ty-sei•en 
CRUSADERS OF '44 
Fir\l Row: Roht:'rt Polyot, \Villiam Bookt·r, Jol~n El!iott, Dcm11M Ht•.lrdon, Ric:harcl Martin, Alphon't' Des-
rosiers. Jolm H.ydf'r, John Royul (Captam), EuJ,tent' Damien. 
Second Row: Edward Black. Hoht. McCarthy, _John Hkk ... 1m, Leo Burkt•, Jas. \1<.:Carrnn, Donald McCann, 
\\'m. Rice, Honald Pooler. 
Third How: La\\'rt'nee Com<.·r. John Traint•r (~all•l!,{Pr"'' · John \f< \), Jon, J,uiu·, \1urray. Brotht'r ~(eclard 
(Coach). Charles Carlisle, lln!(h Goodness. John Mooney (Manager), and Joseph ~lcLellan. {Gt·rald 
King, halfhack, IS missmg.) 
SUCCESSFUL SEASON 
(Continued from pagl' twenty-sl'Vl'n) 
here Oil the game was played in mid-field, until 
with less than fivt' minutes left to go the Crn-
saders found themselves Oil their own 7-yarcl line. 
But the Irish, determint'd to win, Id out with a 
sudden hurst of power alld drove the length of 
the field to score. llickson lmck('d the line for 
the extra point and thr game. 
Bapst 1:'3 Skowhegan 0 
Tlw Crusaders had a little too much power for 
the Skowhegan llldians in a fierce strnggle 
played at Garland Stred Fit'ld. 
Bapst 0 Fairfield 0 
In an "even-stevell" game played between the 
midfield stripes, om Crnsaders and the Lawrence 
High Bull Dogs hattlPd out a llothing to llothing 
tit'. 
Bapst 1:3 Brewt'r 6 
Ill ot\C' of the cleanest games of football ever 
witllessed in Ballgor, the Bapstnwn toppled the 
hard fightillg team of Brewn. In this ganw not 
even one p<'nalty was callecl on eithn team. 
Ba pst 6 II iggins 0 
In a hard fought game pla)'ed 011 the cold 
windswept fit'lds of Garland Strt•(•t, the two 
teams struggled hack and forth for three periods. 
Fillallv "J akt>" King rt•htrned a puut 70 vards for 
the m{Jv 'score of the game. · 
T1rent11:ei,qht 
FOOTBALL SQUAD 
(Continued from page twPnty-seven) 
tl1('ir opponents and kl'pt thPm from getting too 
far. 
BloC'k I I ickson, the fullback, was the passer 
and phn1ger. I IP played a IPading role in every 
garne. 'I illll' aftt•r time lw carril'd the ball for a 
lirst down when it was needed. His punts kept 
Bapst out of clanger 011 numerous occasions when 
il S"l'tnt·d that the other team would score. 
I I ugh Cooclness substituted for either guard 
a11d eapably filled the assigned spot. 
Chick C;:rlislc· subbed at center. lie went in 
llwn• and pla)C'cl a good hrancl of ball every 
tilll('. 
E11gc·111• Damien was substitute tackle. It was 
his n•eovc•t"} of a fumble that set up one of the 
Bapst touchdowns in the Skowhegan game. lie 
\\i•s d('adly on both offl'nse and defl'nse. 
lo<' \kLc·llan who was substitute t•ml, once 
fillc·d thl' job of right half when tlw other half-
haeks werl' on the injnred list. 
Lc·o Bmkt., 11ow in till' servicl', was substitute 
hack and chop-kicking SJWeialist. I le could run 
as well •IS the first string hacks and alternated at 
lc·lt half with King. 
John Hoyal '4.5 
CRUSADERS HA VE SUCCESSFUL 
SEASON IN BASKETBALL 
The outlook for basketball for the 1944-45 sea-
s011 was far from bright. No regulars were pres-
ent from the previous year. Brother Canice had 
the job of building an entirely new ball club 
from the ground up. How well he succeeded is 
shown by the season's record. Our green club 
lost a heartbreaker to the powerful Waterville 
Panthers, 43 to 41 in the last second of play, after 
leading all the way. The mythical Bangor-
BrC'wcr championship is also ours, by dint of 
twin victoriC's over both of those clubs. Although 
our wins and losses were divided evenly at twelve 
each, we were invited to the Eastern Maine 
Tournament to lose there to Guilford by four 
points. As it ~as, we lost only three games all 1ea-
s011 hy more than four points. 
For next year we will have for certain, Tommy 
Trainer, Dick Drinon, George Drinon, Robert 
llrangwynne and Terence ~1cAloon, while the 
draft will decide the status of Johnny Mooney, 
Bill Booker, and "Block" Hickson. Only Ryder, 
~lcLellan , and J. Trainer will be lost by gradua-
tion. 
Bapst's Season Record 
Score Team 
lliggins 
Bar Harbor 
Bucksport (overtime ) 
Ellsworth 
~I. c. I. 
Fairfield 
\Va tervillc 
~I. C. I. 
Old Tmrn 
Orono 
Bangor 
Bn•wer 
Stearns ( 0\ ertinw) 
Bar I larhor 
Ellsworth 
\ Vatervillc 
Old Tmrn 
Bangor 
Bucksport 
Fairfield 
Brewer 
Stearns 
Higgins 
Orono 
Guilford (Tournament ) 
21 
29 
4,5 
35 
2\:1 
39 
60 
25 
32 
29 
33 
29 
39 
31 
51 
43 
39 
26 
50 
28 
37 
32 
40 
43 
42 
0 Ba pst second team. 
(Continued on next page I 
Bapst 
30 
16 
41 
33 
58 
35 
44 
31 
53 
66 
37 
38 
41 
28 
33 
41 
47 
3,5 
46 
46 
63 
28 
023 
0 38 
38 
J AYVEE BASKETBALL TEAM PILES UP 
IMPRESSIVE RECORD 
The Junior Varsity squad had a very good 
season this year, rolling up fifteen wins as 
against five losses. All of the defeats were 
heartbreakers by only a few points. The team 
was entirely made up of Freshmen and Sopho-
mores. The club visibly improved as the season 
adrnnced, and with the addition of "Tucker" 
McAloon, made life miserable for its opponents. 
The success of the team and the players' abil-
ity to absorb good coaching point to continued 
and even better varsity teams in the future. 
The scrappy Jayvees were under the capable 
guidance of Brother Raymond, who worked 
very ha1rd with the boys, and was directly re-
sponsible for their success. Brother Raymond, 
before coming here, had coached varsity basket-
ball in l ew York state. 
The team was as follows: "Tucker" McAloon 
Bob Nelligan, Jack Perry, James Cahill, Jame; 
Abbott, John Mooney, Tommy Ceaghan, Tom 
MacNeil, Jack Rogan, Bill Clarke, John Lynch, 
David Coggin, Freddy Brennan, and James 
Murray. 
The J ayvee Schedule 
Bapst Opponent 
Dec. 5 22 Higgins 17 
Dec. 8 17 Bar Hal'bor 26 
Dec. 12 31 Bucksport 11 
Dec. 15 23 Ellsworth 31 
Dec. 19 38 Wildcats 27 
Jan. 5 33 Old Town 12 
Jan. 9 38 Orono 21 
Jan. 13 31 Bangor 32 
Jan. 16 22 Higgins 25 
Jan. 19 34 Brewer 21 
Jan. 23 32 Hampden 15 
Jan. 26 35 Bar Harbor 15 
Jan. 30 36 Ellsworth 27 
Feb. 2 40 Hampden 16 
Feb. 6 36 Old Town 27 
Feb. 9 22 Bangor 27 
Feb. 13 33 Bucksport 8 
Feb. 20 49 Bq·ewer 14 
Feb. 27 54 Orono 28 
John Mooney '47 
Twenty-nine 
CRUSADER HOOP SQUAD 
Jo'ront Row, left to ri!(ht: John Elliott, John Hickson, Thomas Trainer, John Ryder (Captain), John \fooney, 
Hichard Drinon, John Hoyal. 
Second Row: Donald Reardon, Frauds Flanagan (Managers), JosPph Ml'Lellan, John Trainer, Gt>orge Drinon, 
William Booker, Terence \kAloon, Hol>l'rt Brangwynne, Brother Medarcl (Athll'lic Director), Brother 
Canice (Coach). 
Jack Hyder, ace guard and captain, was the 
outstan<liug defensive man on the team. Ile held 
down some of the best scorers in the state. Ably 
and efficiently he kept up the pep of the team. 
Big and rugged "Block" Hickson was one of 
the most consistent scorers ou the team. Always 
he could be couutered on to score in every game. 
It was his deadly eye that beat Stearns in a sud-
den death period. "Block" sunk quite a few 
baskets from away out. 
Johnny \.tooney, all-\.laine center, was the 
scoring artist of the team. When Johnny got un-
der the basket he just could not be stopped. Old 
Town found that out wheu he swisht>d in 25 
points against them. 
Little Tommy Trainer broke into the starting 
lineup ,1fter three or four games had already 
been played. Tommy just could uot miss. Ile 
dropped them in from any angle. I le had by far 
the best eye on the team. Also there was not a 
man on the team who could compare with him 
in dribbling. 
Dick Drinon, along with Tommy made up the 
forward wall. Dick was dubbed by many Bapst 
followers with the name "Dead-Eye Dick." With 
his left hand he tossed them in from anywhere 
and everywhere. Dick has a great future in 
basketball. He is a natural if there ever was one. 
Bill Booker, substitute, was the highest jumper 
Thirty 
on the scpiad. Bill started a few games. In them 
he really showed his stuft. With his height he 
rcall} hclp<'d the team to win. 
Johnny Elliott amazed many teams with his 
deadly accurate unorthodox one hand shot. John-
ny saw a great deal of action and pe1formed very 
well. 
John Trainer w.1s not on the squad the first 
p;:rt of the season because of studies. \Vhen he 
did come out he helped the whole team by hi'i 
aJiili.~y to score. 
loe \kL<•llan was another excellent substitute . .Io~· cou Id really play hall and was an expert hall 
handler. I le was also a good scorer. 
John Hoyal, Oil<' of the team's most capable 
substitutes, was used in many of the bigger 
ganws. I le show<'d great ability throughout the 
y<'ar. 
Hoh<'rt Brangwynne, another mighty mite, was 
anotlH'r d<'ad l'ye. I le ran his opponents to death 
wlH'n IH' entered the fray. 
Terry \lcAloon was another good substitute. 
His chief asset was being good on defense. How-
<'ver '"Rpd" could flip them in when he got the 
chance. 
CPorge Drinon was an excelbit hall player 
and ball handler. I le had a very tricky one hand 
shot. George could always get a few points 
wlwn he was sent in. 
CRUSADER PAST!MERS 
l'ront Row, left to right: George Bouchard, Edward Black, John Hickson, John Trainer, John Mooney, John 
Roy.a) Robert Brangwymw. ,. . . 
Second Row:' Hugh Goodness, Roher! ~loran, John Perry, \\ 1lham Rice, George Drinnn, Jos<·ph McLellan. 
Third Row: Donald McCann (Managt·r), Ronald Pooler, Brother Medard (Coach), Thomas Trainer, George 
Blinn. 
VARSITY BASEBALL REVIVED AFTER 
TEN-YEAR LAPSE 
After a lapse of ten years, Bapst is once more 
sponsoring a varsity baseball team. Despite war 
conditions, the situation for varsity baseball was 
favorable and the sport was lifted out of the 
intrnmural stage, where it has been kept alive 
for the past years. The Penobscot Valley Con-
ference teams and Bangor High will furnish the 
opposition, and new uniforms were obtained for 
the players. 
Early in April twenty-five boys reported at 
Newbury Street to Brother ~1edard for the first 
practice 5ession. The material was mostly green 
and Brother ~1edard and the boys worked hard 
to get a smooth working combination. Eigh-
teen boys are on the squad at present. 
At the time this went to press, two games had 
been played, one a loss to Brewer, 9-2, the other 
a win over Old Town, 3-2. Johnny Trainer, a 
southpaw, pitched both games, and allowed a 
total of four hits. He was not charged with the 
loss of the Brewn game, as he left the game in 
the seventh with a sore arm. Two games since 
then have been postponed due to bad weather, 
one of them with Bangor being postponed on 
\lay 11 because of a heavy snowfall! The other 
opponent on our schedule is Orono High 
School, maling eight games in all. 
On the mound for the Crusaders in most 
games will be Johnny Trainer, who has shown 
great improvement and bids fair to becoming a 
consistent shutout artist. He has developed 
good control, and has plenty of speed, and 
should go places. Two more hurlers on the staff 
who will see action this year are "Rock" Pooler, 
a righthander, with speed and a nice hook, and 
Dick Drinon, another southpaw. During the 
season, Pooler will alternate between the mound 
and third base, due to his hitting ability. 
(Continued on next page) 
Thirty-one 
FIVE ACES WIN INTRAMURAL TOURNEY 
FINALS-RED SOX TAKE LEAGUE TITLE 
Browns-Johnny \looney, captain, Bill Clarke, 
James Cahill, Arthur Perry, Free.I Brennan, Hoh-
t'rt Trainer, and John Cox. 
Pirates-John Hoyal, captain, Honald Pooler, 
:\lfrcd Sheehan, Ilarolcl Dowe, Jimmy Jameson, 
and Francis Hackett. 
Led by "Blockie" IIickson, the Five Aces 
clinched the finals of the I ntrarnural basketball 
tourney from the Browns of Johnny \fooney, by 
a score of 27-21. The Browns took an early lead 
and led at the half 16-7. In the secollll half the Cardinals-George Drino11, captain, John Mc-
Aloon, Bill Hice, Alfred Paschal, John \1oran, and 
Francis King. Five Aces suddenly came to life, and went 011 a 
twenty point rampage, while holding the Browns 
to fiw, to clinch the title. \1ooney and \facNcil 
stood out with I Iickson for the Five Aces, while 
Johnny \fooney, varsity ace, was high scorer for 
the Browns with 16 points. 
In the consolation game, the Pirates nosed out 
the Braves :34-30. It was a tight and hard fought 
game with the score being 18-17 in favor of the 
Pirates at halftime. John "Gridiron" Hoyal and 
"Snookie" Pooler sparked the winners, while Tom 
Geaghan stood out for the losers. 
In the regular Intramural League, the Heel Sox, 
led hy Dick Drinon, ended on top with 7 wins 
and 110 losses. The eight teams taking part in 
the league games were composed mostly of in-
experienced players, with some varsity and jay-
vee talent. The team captains were members of 
the varsity squad. Several good prospects for 
next year's teams were uncovered in the games. 
\Iedals were awarded to the members of the 
Five o\c.:es and the Hed Sox for winning their re-
spective competitions. Johnny \fooney won the 
high scoring medal with Hi7 points, averaging 24 
to a game. Dick Drinon was a close second with 
lGl points. The \lost \'aluable Player award 
went to Jack Perry, who well deserved the award 
for his fine play and sportsmanship. 
Brothers Canice, Haymond allll \kdard dc-
st'rve a lot of praise for depriving themselves of 
their free time in order that the boys might enjoy 
the games. 
The line-ups of the teams were as follows: 
Hed Sox-Dick Drinon, captain, John Perry, 
llt'ggie \k\fanus, Dave Coggin, and Francis 
Foley. 
Fire Aces- John 1 lickscm, captain, Francis 
Flanagan, John \fooney, Hobert Williams, Alfred 
\Vinslow, John Carnev, and Thomas \facNeil. 
Braves-Bob Brangwynne, captain, Tom Cea-
ghan, John Hogan, Ivan Lancaster, John Talbot, 
and James o\hhott. 
Thirty-two 
St. J\Iaru's-Tommy Drinon, John Cushing, 
Hobert Higgins, Francis \Iatson, Hobert Violette, 
Ccorge \IacNeil. 
St. Jo/i11's-Thomas Gallant, William Thiho-
dca11 , Eugene Lamb, Gnwwy Pooler, William 
\faC"kcnzic>, and G. Smith . 
League Standing 
\\Ion Lost 
Hee.I Sox 7 0 
Cardinals 6 1 
Pirates .5 2 
Fiw Aces 
-t 3 
Browns :3 4 
Braves 2 ..-.) 
St. \fary's l 6 
St. John's 0 7 
Hobert Brangwynne 
BASEBALL 
( Co11ti1111l•d from page thirty-one) 
"Blockie" Hickson is handling the catching 
duties, with George Blinn and Lawrence Hiley 
ready to step into his shoes. Johnny :\1ooney 
seems to have clinched the first base berth over 
Tucker \lcAloon and Joe \lcLellan, who are 
pressing him for tlw job. The second sack is all 
sewed up hy Tommy Trainer, good fielder and 
steady hitter. George Drinon will fill in at third 
base when "Hock" Pooler takes owr the mound 
duti£•s. Ede.lie Black capably fills in the short-
stop duties. 
Tlw starting outfield consists of Jack Perry 
in left, a good hitter; "Butch" Brangwynne in 
center, a swec·t fielc.ll'r and long hall hitter and 
II ugh Goodness in right, a steady hitter. l~ack­
ing tlwse up are John Royal, Hobert \foran, Bill 
Hice, George Bouchard, Francis Boyle, and Wil-
liam Drouin. 
With little experience, the Crusaders are ex-
p~·cte.c.l to haw some• difficulties this year, hut in-
d1cat1ons from the first two games are that no-
body had better unclen•stimate them. 
Hugh Goodness '45 
NEWS OF BAPST MEN IN THE SERVICE 
The following pages contain news of our 
Bapst men in the service. Unfortunately we 
cannot at this time mention everyone, for our 
sources of information are rather limited. Many 
names will be left out of the list, but we assure 
these boys that they are not forgotten. The 
purposes of this innovation are twofold: to sat-
isfy the requests of our servicemen, and to 
serve as an example to those o.f us who remain 
at John Bapst High School. We are proud to 
belong to the same school as you. Let us hope 
that we are as worthy representatives of our 
Alma \1ater as you have been and are. 
Hobert Ambrose, S l/c, '43--reticent and gen-
erous "Bob" saw plenty of action on D~Day­
now in the South Pacific. 
A/S Frederick Ambrose, '36-stationed at Samp-
son, New York. 
S/Sgt. John Ambroi.e, '38-in mopping-up 
operations in Germany. 
Hobert Arsenault, S 2/c, '45-"Bob" is in the 
Coast Guard-now in Brooklyn, New York. 
Sgt. Robert Arnold, '44-"Bob"-star in foot-
ball at Bapst-quite an actor, too-had a very 
pleasant reunion with his sister in France. 
Leo Ashey, Ph. \I. 3/c, '42-attached t~ the 
\farines for a long time-wounded tw1ce-
has been in almost every invasion in the South 
Pacific. 
Leonard Ashworth, S 2/c, '41-generous and 
cooperative "Len" was very popular at Bap~t 
-one of the first to pay the supreme sa~n­
fice-killed in action in the South Pacific. 
\lay his soul rest in peace. 
P\'t. Paul Barney, '44-is now at Keesler Field, 
\I ississippi. 
Cpl. Edward Barry, '35-quite a basket~all 
player at Bapst-at present in Anglo-Egyptian 
Sudan. 
Ensign Robert Barry, '41-"Bob" played foot-
ball at Bapst in '40-was home recently. 
Pvt. Thomas Barry, '35, U. S. M. C.-made a 
name for himself at Bapst in both football 
and basketball-now located in Washington, 
D. C. 
William Barry, R\1 l/c, '40-"Bill" at one time 
stationed along the Maine coast-preparing 
him for his present sojourn among the Aleu-
tian Islands. 
P\t Walter Barton, '37-is stationed at Camp 
\leade, \Iaryland. 
S/ Sgt. Ora Black, '42-of football fame in Ban-
gor-completed fifty-one missions over Ger-
many-Pu~ple Heart twice-D. F. C.-a host 
of other medals-received Medical Discharge 
-home now for a well-deserved rest. 
Pfc. Charles Blinn, '39-"Charlie" was an 
outstanding student while at Bapst-is now 
in France. 
S/Sgt. Felix Blinn, '4l~was in Belgium-now 
somewhere in Germany. 
Cpl. John Blinn, '34-"Johnny" is stationed on 
Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland. 
Otis Blinn, SoM 2/c, '36-took part in the in-
vasion of Africa-now on the high seas. 
Thirty-three 
Captain Wilfred Bouchard, '41-"Butch" be-
longed to the 9lst Bomber Group in England 
-prisoner in Germany for a long time-lib-
erated now. 
Sgt. James Boyd, '34-"Jim" took part in D-Day 
operations-suffered shoulder injuries-now 
stationed in Kentucky. 
Sgt. William Boyd, '38-was in the battles for 
Leyte and Luzon-still in the Philippines. 
Edward Boyle, Y 2/c, '40-"Eddie" was cap-
tain of basketball in '40-in the South Pacific 
twenty-five months-now in P. S. Navy Yard, 
Washington, D. C. 
Lieutenant Harry Boyle, '37-has seen action 
in the Mediterranean area and in India-
twenty-six months overseas-at present in 
Fitzsimmons General Hospital, Denver, Colo-
rado. 
Cpl. Guy Boynton, '42-"Beaver" fought in New 
Guinea-now somewhere in the Philippines. 
F /0 Carl Brennan, '42-"Bud"-is probably on 
his way overseas. 
Pfc. Robert Brennan, '4.'3-"Bob" was wounded 
in France--back in action once again-in Ger-
many. 
Charles Brooks, S l/c, 43-"Brooksie" is located 
in Hutchinson, Kansas. 
Pvt. Robert Brown, '44-"Brownie" was in the 
famous battle of the Bulge-is now in Ger-
many. 
Pfc. John Budway, '40-ever-smiling and big-
hearted "Jack" was in the Paramarines-vol-
unteered for overseas duty-was on Saipan, 
Tinian, Guam-was killed in action on Iwo 
Jima on \larch 6. May his soul rest in peace. 
Pvt. Leo Burke, '45-star in basketball, football 
and baseball-home recently on his first fur-
lough-returned to Camp Meade, Maryland. 
Cpl. Francis Burnett, '43-in Belgium in com-
pany with Carl LaForge-now in Germany. 
Clarence Carroll, S l/c, '45-"Boogie" has par-
ticipated in twenty-four major battles in the 
South Pacific. 
Cpl. Francis Carroll, '39-is somewhere in Ger-
many now. 
Ensign John Carroll, '40-has finished his 
training-waiting for action at San Diego, 
California. 
Thirty-/ our 
John Callaghan, RM 3/c, '43-"Johnny" is 
somewhere in the South Pacific. 
Pvt. Hobert Carney, '45-"Bob"-a very valu-
a1hle man in footlball at Bapst-is training at 
Sheppard Field, Texas. 
Cpl. Philip Clapp, '39-"Phil" is stationed in 
England. 
Halph Clapp, SC 2/c, '41-friendly and kindly-
Halph was over a year in the Pacific on LST 
Hl2-participated in many engagements-
killed in action and buried at sea with full 
military honors. May his soul rest in peace. 
P\ t. Edward Clarey, '44-is somewhere in India. 
Pfc. Donald Clarke, '38-participated in the 
African campaign-now with the 9th Army 
in Germany. 
Hobert Clarke, S lie, '42-"Bob" great football 
player at Bapst-in the Mediterranean at the 
present time. 
T /Sgt. Hoger Clarke, ':37-captain of foottball 
team while at Bapst-completed thirty-four 
missions over Germany-prisoner in Germany 
-liberated now. 
S/Sgt. Edward J. Clement, '38-"Ed" has seen 
plenty of action in Belgium, France-wound-
ed twice in Luxembourg-now in a hospital, 
Butler, Pennsylvania. 
Cpl. Francis Crawford, '36-"Frank" is some-
where in Germany. 
Ensign Brendan Crowe, '38-was overseas-
returned for advanced training at Northwest-
ern University-now on a LCI in the Medi-
terranean. 
John Curran, S 3/c, '42-one of the .first Bapst 
men to pay the supreme sacrifice-killed 
when his ship was torpedoed in the Pacific. 
May his soul rest in peace. 
Sgt. Robert Curran, '39-"Bob" starred in foot-
ball at Bapst:-saw plenty of action on D-Day 
-wounded m France-now in Framingham 
Ge1wral Hospital. 
Hi~hard Cushing, S 2/c, '45-"Dick" is stationed 
m San Francisco, California. 
Cpl.. Donal? A. Cushman, '43-"Aidan"-taken 
pnsoner m the battle of the Belgium Bulge-
recently released. 
T /Sgt. Chari.es. Daily, . '42-"Mat" completed 
?fty-one m1~s1ons while in Italy-home dur-
mg the wmter-awarded the Air Medal 
' 
Presidential Citation, and others-now sta-
tioned at Chanute Field, Illinois. 
W 10 John Crowley, '34-star in all sports at 
Bapst-now in hospital in Texas. 
Haymond Daley, S 2/c, '44-"Ray" is in Cali-
fornia. 
Pvt. William Daley, '44-"Bill"-famous for his 
basketball ability-home recently on his first 
furlough. 
Eugene Damien, S 2/c, '45-"Gene"-a reliable 
man in football this year-is at a naval trade 
school in California. 
Cpl. Charles Davis, '35-"Charlie"-on the 
:\farianna Islands. 
Pvt. James Davis, '34-in Panama for a year 
and a half-recently spent thirty-day furlough 
with his wife-expects to go ove:·seas. 
William Davis, S l/c, '43-"Whitie" was in the 
Pacific seventeen months-took part in many 
battles-recently home for a well-deserved 
rest. 
Harold Dawes, S 2/c, '46-"Whitie" is in New 
York at present. 
Pvt. Nelson DeGrasse, '45-"Nelly"-star in 
football and basketball at Bapst-was in 
France and is now in Germany-no wonder 
the German army collapsed. 
Charles Dionne, '39-"Charley" has seen plenty 
of action-was home in October to witness 
Bapst beat Bangor-now at Norfolk, Virginia, 
waiting for his ship. 
Sgt. Francis Doyle, '38---"Franny"-Patton's 
Third Army-in Germany when last heard 
from. 
Hobert Duddy, 3/c, '44-"Bob"-noted for his 
football prowess at Bapst-now in the ~acific. 
E11sign John Dunroe, '41-"Johnny"-now 
somewhere in the Pacific. 
Edward Elliott, S l/c, '41-"Eddie"-home dur-
ing the winter-located in Trinidad. 
James Flanagan, S 2/c, '43-"Midgy"-took part 
in the invasion of Guam and of the Philip-
pines-is still in the Pacific. 
Cpl. John H. Flannigan, '37-"Happy"-with 
Patton's Third Anny somewhere in Germany. 
2nd Lieut. Joseph Flanagan, '39-"Joe" is in 
Officers' Training School, Maryland. 
Thomas H. Flannigan, S 2/c, '44-is located at 
:\kAllister Hotel, \1iami, Florida. 
William Ford, S 2/c, '44-"Bill" is now at New-
port, Rhode Island. 
Cpl. Clyde Furrough, '39-is now in Georgia. 
S/Sgt. Bernard Geaghan, '40-"Baxter"-served 
in Pacific for a long while-was home during 
the winter-is now in New York. 
1st Lieut. James F. Geaghan, '39-"Fred"-was 
in Panama for a long time-was in France, 
Belgium, and Germany-in England now. 
Sgt. John Geaghan, '41-star in football and a 
great student-was in France and Germany-
wounded-now in a hospital in England. 
1st Lieut. John Geaghan, '39--quite a tackle in 
football-served for a time in Panama, then 
in the Aleutian Islands-at present some-
where in the Pacific. 
Robert Geaghan, RM 2/c, '40-has been in 
.\1editerranean, European, and Pacific waters 
-at present in Pacific. 
Kenneth Gilbe1t, PNC, '40-"Cheezey"-is in 
the Cushing Hospital, Boston, Mass. 
Cpl. John Gilmore, '43-"Chippy" was home 
recently-said to be overseas now. 
Lieutenant Francis Golden, '33-was in the 
Aleutian Islands twenty-two months-now in 
Officer School, Fort Monroe, Virginia. 
Captain John Grant, '36-stationed at Maxwell 
Field, Alabama. 
Pfc. James Hackett, '41-"Red" was in the thick 
of the fight for France-now in Germany. 
Pvt. Richard Haney, '41-"Dick" was a football 
star at Bapst-awarded the Purple Heart for 
wounds received in the battle for the Philip-
pines. 
Thomas Hardy, FC 2/c, '42-"Tommy" of the 
famed "Hardy Gang" saw plenty of action in 
the Pacific-home for about thirty days this 
winter-now taking advanced training in 
Washington, D. C. 
Thirty-five 
Sgt. Charles Harrington, '31-"Charlie" was a 
member of the first class graduated from 
Bapst-saw action in Africa-now in Italy. 
James Harvey, U. S. N., '41-"Jimmy" was 
twenty months overseas-had ten days at 
home recently-gone back to his ship in 
Seattle, Washington. 
:\Jbert Hickson, S l/c, '43-"AI" was star in 
both football and basketball at Bapst-has 
been in many battles in the Pacific-at pres-
ent in the South Pacific. 
.Ja1nes llogan , S l/c, '44-"Jimmy" is in the 
South Pacific. 
.\f idshipman John Holland, '42-John is still 
getting those high marks at the U. S. Naval 
Academy, Annapolis, .\faryland. 
Pfc. Thomas Kane, '42-likeable and lively-
"Tommy" was wounded in the battle of the 
Belgian Bulge on December 24-he died in 
England December :30, 1944. \fay his soul 
rest in peace. 
Cpl. Lawrence King, '4.'3-"Butch"-co-captam 
with Landers in '42-in medical corps with 
the 7th Army in Germany. 
Cpl. Carl LaForge, '40--has seen action m 
France, Belgium, and is now in (;ermany. 
Sgt. Clayton LaForge, '34-is non-combat crew 
chief of P-.5ls in England. 
Sgt. Thomas Landers, '43-"Tommy"-co-cap-
tain of football in '4.'3-has seen plenty of 
action in the South Pacific. 
P\ t. Ho land LaPointe, '45-home recently on 
his first furlough-stationed at Camp Croft, 
South Carolina. 
Thomas Lynch, S 3/c, P. 0 ., '42-"Tommy" is 
stationed in Klamath Falls, Oregon. 
Ensign John \Iagee-honor student and out-
standing athlete at Bapst-is at the Naval 
Training Station, Bou Ider, Colorado. 
Pvt. James \fahaney, '44-"Hed" or "Wahoo" 
starred in football and basketball at Bapst-
home on his first furlough rather recently-
is in Ital} now. 
Cpl. Charles \larston, '4'3-"Charley" is on the 
\fariannas at present. 
Leo .\lathcson, S l/c, '43-on board the USS 
\Visconsin-somewhere in the Pacific. 
Sgt. Neil \fatheson, '41-participated in the hat-
Thirt11-siJ' 
ties for France and Belgium-now somewhere 
in Germany. 
Cpl. Francis \lazerolle, '41-".\1uz" is in the 
147th General Hospital. 
David \1ooney, U. S. N., '40-"Dave"-another 
of the famous "Hardy Gang"-was in the Pa-
cific for a long time-home last fall-at San 
Diego, California. 
David \looney, S 2/c, '43-"Dave" is stationed 
at Bainbridge, .\faryland. 
Sgt. Francis \1ooney, ','38-"Cyp" is somewhere 
in Germany. 
Joseph .\looney, Ph . .\1. 2/c, '40-"Joe" is some-
where in the South Pacific . 
P\'t. James .\looney, '4:3-"Cookie"-at Boca 
Haton, Florida. 
.\li<lshipman Richard \1oran, '42-"Dick" con-
tinues his good work at the U.S. Naval Acad-
emy, Annapolis, \1aryland. 
Sgt. William \foran, '.'32-"Billy" served twelve 
months in Alaska and fifteen months in the 
Aleutian Islands-now at Sheppard Field, 
Texas. 
Pt~. Francis _.\furphy, '41-in four major battles 
111 the Pacific-home on furlough in the fall-
now at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. 
Cpl. Louis \1urphy, '42-"Freddie"-awarded 
two Bronze Stars and Unit Citation-in Italy. 
Sgt. John .\foCann, '42-"Johnny" starred in 
basketball three years-was in France-at 
prest>nt in Gt>rmany. 
P\'t. James .\kCarron, '46-"Jimmy" was a 
speedy halfback on our football team this 
y<'ar-stationed at Camp Wheeler, Georgia. 
Pvt. Hobert \lcDonald, '4.5-"Bob" used to be 
kno~11 as the "Iron .\Ian" on Bapst teams-a 
~tar 111 all sports-was in Belgium and is now 
111 Germany with the 9th Army. 
John \kC'uff U S "' '43 
. · ' • · · · .... ., ·-on the high seas 
at present. 
S/Sgt. Collin \fcKenna '42-"B " I • onny was a 
popu ar student at Bapst-starrt>d in all sports 
-c:ompll'ted thirty-one missions over Ger-
m.any-awardc•d many mc·dals-now at Lowry 
Field, DPnver, Colorado. 
Sgt. Grnrge \fcK,. 11 . '39 
. · ' n.t, · -\ery popular cap-
tam of football team in '39-has h, . th, p . fi . . t en 111 e 
ac1 c s1~~<· t.lw beginning of the war-now 
in the Ph11ippmes. 
Pvt. Francis McKenzie, '35-stationed at Fort 
Devens, Mass. 
Cpl. John McKenzie, '38-is stationed in Texas. 
S/Sgt. Bernard \1cClellan, '40-"Mac" was in 
on the invasion of Guadalcanal, Munda Air 
Strip, New Guinea, and is now in the Philip-
pine Islands-awarded the Bronze Star for 
bravery-just made se<:ond lieutenant on the 
battlefield. 
Pvt. John \1oLellan, '41-"Black Mac"-is sta-
tioned at Amarilla Field, Texas. 
S/Sgt. Francis '\1c\fanus, '42-"Frank"--was in 
France, now in England. 
Cpl. James \1c\fanus, '38-participated in the 
battle for New Guinea-now at Amberly 
Field, Australia. 
Ensign William \tcPhee, '42-"Billy"-was in 
the \terchant \larine-joined the Navy-now 
in the Pacific. 
A!C William Nelligan, '42-"Bill"---of football 
and basketball fame at Bapst-stationed at 
San Antonio, Texas. 
S/Sgt. Charles O'Brien, '37-"Gharlie"-has 
seen action in the South Pacific-now in the 
Philippines. 
Pfc. Eugene O'Brien, '44-"Gene"-is ~t ~e­
moore Army Air Field, Lemoore, Cahforma. 
James O'Connor, S l/c, '44-"Big Jim"-mai~­
stay of our football team for two years-m 
the Pacific area now. 
T/5 Thomas O'Leary, '42-"Tom"-took part in 
the invasion of France, Belgium, Germany-
at present in a hospital in France. 
Ensign Vincent Perry, '40-"Vinny"--one-man 
track team at Bapst-star in football for a 
couple of years-now at Bunker Hill Naval 
Air Station, Peru, Indiana. 
Pvt. Gerald Plourde, '43-"Finnegan"-home on 
furlough recently-now at Fort Sheridan, Il-
linois. 
Holand Plourde, G\1 2/c, '43-"Rolly"-has 
been all over the world-Russia, England, 
South America-now in the Pacific. 
Sgt. Philip Plummer, '40-"Phil"-is in Italy at 
present. 
Pvt. \lark Pooler, '43-saw action on Iwo Jima 
-is now in the thick of the fight for Okinawa. 
Lieutenant Victor Pooler, '41-"Vic" -star of 
football at Bapst-is at Westover Field, 
'\lass. 
Pvt. Walter Pooler, '44-"Walt"-is in Albany, 
New York. 
Pfc. Edward Rankin, '42-"Bud''-is at Camp 
\teade, \faryland. 
Eugene Hanks, U. S. N., '46-"Gene"-a prom-
ising athlete while at Bapst-very popular-
paid the supreme sacrifice-killed in action 
in the South Pacific. May his soul rest in 
peace. 
Arthur Hichard, A\1. 2/c, '39-"Artie"-in the 
Caribbean region for a long time-home re-
cently on furlough-now in Florida. 
Cpl. John Richard, 40-"Jack"-outstanding 
basketball star at Bapst-popular with every-
body-saw plenty of action in France, Bel-
gium, Luxembourg, and Germany. "Jack" 
paid the supreme sacrifice when he was 
wounded in Belgium and later died in France. 
\fay his soul rest in peace. 
Robert Robinson, S 2/c, '46-"Bob"-is at New-
port, Rhode Island. 
Sgt. Anthony Rogers, '34-"Tony" -is in Cali-
fornia at present. 
Hugh Ro.gers, ARM 3/c, '42-"Hughie"-has 
seen his share of action-in England for 
awhile-now at home for a well-deserved 
rest. 
Commander Manzie N. Rogers, U. S. M. T., '38 
-"Nate"-in England when last heard from. 
Nicholas Rogers, SM 3/c, '3&-is somewhere in 
the South Pacific. 
Pfc. Albert Royal, '41-took part in the invasion 
?f Guada.lcanaJ__,wou.nded there-hospital-
1zed-rece1ved \1ed1cal Discharge-now 
home. 
Walter Hoyal, U. S. \1. S., '44-is somewhere in 
the Pacific. 
Pvt. Robert Russell, '36-"Bob" was in the worst 
of the fighting in France-taken prisoner-
liberated-now in a hospital in France. 
Pfc. Paul Russell, '42-"Rusty" took part in the 
invasion of France-in Germany now. 
Pfc. John Ryder, '42-"Itch"-well-known man-
ager of sports-saw action in New Guinea-
in Luzon now. 
William Ryder, F l/c, '43-"Bill"-is in the 
South Pacific at present. 
Thirty-seven 
Philip Savoy, S l/c, '45-"Phil" was in the in-
vasion of Hollandia Bay-now in the North 
Atlantic. 
Sgt. Charles Scribner, '41-"Charlie"-a good 
student and an excellent athlete at Bapst-
was in New York recently-probably overseas 
now. 
Pvt. Robert Scribner, '44-"Bob"-an excellent 
student-star in foofball and basketball at 
Bapst-going to radio school in Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota. 
Lieutenant Charles Shaughnessy, '36---"Chuck" 
-recently liberated from a German prison 
camp. 
Pfc. Henry Shaughnessy, '3.5-in the Coast 
Guard in New York. 
Sgt. William Shaughnessy, '39-"Bill"-out-
standing student and athlete at Bapst-now 
at Pearl Harbor. 
Pvt. John Shaw, '43-"Johnny" is in India now. 
S/Sgt. Lawrence Shaw, '41-"Larry" was in the 
thick of the battle for Iwo Jima. 
Sgt. Paul Sheehan, '39-has seen more than his 
share of action in the Pacific-on Okinawa 
when last heard from. 
Pfc. Philip Sherwood, '44-"Phil" arrived in 
Italy rather recently with "Red" Mahaney. 
Victor Shorette, S l/c, '45-"Vic" is in Norfolk, 
Virginia. 
Francis Silver, S l/c, '43-"Frank" is somewhere 
in the South Pacific. 
S/Sgt. Donald Smith, '35-"Don" was in the 
\-1e<literranean area and in the South Pacific 
-now at Camp Callan, California. 
John Smith, S l/c, '45-"Smitty" is in the Euro-
pean waters. 
Pvt. Hobert Smith, '42-"Bob" saw plenty of ac-
tion in France-is in Germany at present. 
Pfc. James Snodgrass, '42-"Jimmy"-partici-
pated in the in~asion of Guadalcanal-paid 
!he supreme sacnfice there. May his soul rest 
m peace. 
Thirt11-eight 
Cpl. Carroll Soucie, '40-has been three years 
in the Pacific-participated in the invasion of 
Guadalcanal, New Guinea-wounded-now 
back in action in the Philippines. 
Lieutenant Charles Taylor, '38--"Charlie"-out-
standing student and athlete at Bapst-par-
ticipated in the invasion of Bougainville-
killed in action in the battle of Guam. May 
his soul rest in peace. 
Pvt. Hichard Thebeau, '40--"Dick"-did his 
share on D-Day-now in France. 
M~dshipman John Toole, '42-"Jake" is carry-
mg on .the good work at Harvard University, 
Cambndge, Mass. 
Sgt. H?bert. Toole, '41-"Bob"-participated in 
the mvas10n of Normandy-was in Belgium. 
Sgt. J?hn Trainor, '.40-"Jack"-recently wound-
ed m the arm-m Germany when last heard 
from. 
Pvt. William Trainor, '41-"Buddy"-in Ger-
many at present. 
SW. Gerald Violette, '41-"Psyche"-has been 
m many a battle in the Pacific-now on Lu-
zon. 
Francis Violette, \,fcMM 3/c, '42-"Frannie"-
in t?e ~icilian invasion-has seen plenty of 
service m the Pacific, where he is at present. 
Herman Violette, U. S. N., '40-"Hermie" was 
an outstanding athlete at Bapst-has been all 
over the globe-married rather recently in 
Boston, Mass. 
Sgt. Kenneth Wakely, '34-"Ken" is located 
somewhere in the Pacific. 
Jerome Whalen U S N 'Aa "G " h 
· • • • ., "fU- erry - ome 
rather recently-is now in the Pacific. 
Pvt.. John Welch, '40--"Jack" was in Ireland for 
11 '.netee.n ~onths.-hom.e last fall for thirty 
clays-stationed m California. 
Pvt. Frai~cis Winslow, '45-stationed at Shep-
parcl Field, Texas. 
Sgt .. W~llace Woodcock, '42--"Wally"-an out-
standmg student-valedictorian-took part in 
many battles in France and Belgium-award-
ed medals for bravery-at present in Ger-
many. 
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Hoyal: "But, Brother, I don't believe I deserve 
a zero." 
Brother: "That's true, John, but it'5 the lowest 
mark I can give." 
* * * 
Pelkey, an usher: "How far down do you wish 
to 'Sit." 
Alice: "All the way." 
* * * 
Elliott: "Did they take an X-ray of Joe's jaw 
at the hospifal?" 
Goodness: "Yes, but they got a moving pic-
ture." 
* * * 
She: "I've changed my mind." 
Talbot: "Good, does it work better now?" 
* * * 
"I suppose you think I'm a perfect idiot." 
"Oh, none of us is perfect." 
* * * 
Junior: "I want to know how long girJ.s should 
be courted." 
Senior: "Oh, the same way as short ones." 
* * * 
Brother: "And so we find that X equals zero." 
Wally: "All that work for nothing." 
* * * 
"Would you give some money to help the Old 
Ladies' Home?" 
1. "Yes, but what are they doing out on a night 
.1ke this?' 
* * * 
"Pardon me, mister, but you wouldn't want 
to see an old man walk the streets all night, 
would you?'' 
1 "It might be interesting to watch, but I iaven't the time." 
.1 "~ hear your wife came from a fine old fam-
1 y. 
"Came, nothing. She 1brought it with her." 
* * * 
. Did D01~ Reardon ask to be taken to the 
iestaurant for some of the track meet he h d 
so much about? ear 
* * * 
Billy: "Ah, sweetheart I would face death 
for you." ' 
Joa~: "Then why did you scamper away when 
that big dog ran after us?" 
Billy: "Ah, my dear, it wasn't dead." 
* * * 
. Bohb C1'?s" Mother: "So Robert is very original 
111 SC 00 . 
Brother: "Yes, even his spelling is original." 
* * * 
Brother: "Lawrence, what was Washington's 
Farewell Address?" 
Larry: "Heaven." 
* * * 
Aucoin:,, "What was the most you got out of 
your car? 
LaForge: "Six times in half a mile." 
* * * 
Blinn: "What did the ocean say t th . l ?" o e air-p ane. 
Soucie: "Nothing, it just waved." 
* * * 
Cl~ick:,, "Say, Wally, what's that book you're 
readmg? 
W~lly: :what Twenty Million Girls Want." 
Oh1c~: ~;ah? Lemme see if they spell m 
name nght. Y 
* * * 
F; Ryder: "Gosh, I need five bucks and I 
don t know where to get it." 
Trainer: 'Tm glad of that. I was afraid that 
you thought you could get it from me." 
* * * 
J. Ryd~r: "Say, rou're not a bad looking girl." 
Mary: Oh, you d say that even if you didn't 
think so." 
Ryder: "And you'd think so, even if I didn't 
say so." 
* * * 
There was ~ young fell?w from Wheeling 
Endowed with such delicate feeling, 
When he read on the door, 
"Don't spit on the floor." 
He jumped up and spit on the ceiling. 
Thirty-nine 
ALUMNAE 
\1argaret Ylarley-Owner of a Beauty Parlor. 
Alicia Cushman-Senior Cadet Nurse Corps. 
Mrs. Eilleen McNulty Cox-Married, one 
child. 
Mrs. Frances McDonough Gibbons-Married, 
two children. 
Corrine Kelly-Soda-jerker. 
Eleanor Kelley-Investigator for an Insurance 
Company. 
Lucille Johnson "44"-Cadet Nurse. 
Patricia McCarthy "44"-Cadet Nurse. 
Bettie Plummer "44"-Telephone operator. 
Rosemary O'Connor "44"-Telephone opera-
tor. 
Rosemary Albert "44"-Telephone operator. 
Dorothy :\fooney "44"-Telephone operator. 
Patricia Coma "44"-Telephone operator. 
Teresa Veilleux "42"-Student at U. of M. 
Pauline Hardy "44"-Cadet Nurse. 
\largaret Stockwell-Married. 
Joan Funger-\farried. 
Irene \loCarthy "43"-In office of Public As-
sistance. 
Pat Dionne "4:3"-Telotypist. 
Jane Woodcock "43"-Telotypist. 
Joan \foNeil-Telotypist. 
Josephine Profita-Teacher at J.B. II. S. 
Lorraine Veilleux-Married. 
Lucille Veilleux-\farried, one child. 
Christine \feehan "43"-B. & A. Railroad of-
fice. 
Dorothy \leehan "42"-Telephone operator. 
Isabelle \k,-Carthy "43"-0steopalhic hospi-
tal. 
Joan Short-Telephone operator. 
Jane \kCluskey-Telephonc operator. 
Patricia Abbott-Telephone operator. 
Jeannette Varney is in Washington, D. C., in 
the telegraph office. 
Shirley Walsh is at \ft. Vernon Hospital in 
::\ew York. 
Forty 
Barbara Crowley is teaching Junior High 
School in Waterville. 
Ellen Jane Crawley is an important faotor on 
the long distance line. 
Peggy MacNeil is at Bristol Hospital in Bris-
tol, Conn. 
Eileen O'Leary is at Hegis. 
\1ary Elizabeth Rice is graduating from Regis. 
Catherine Devitt is training at the Metropoli-
tan Hospital in New York. 
Catherine Geaghan is also training at a hos-
pital in Washington. 
Jean Jameson was at the U. of M., but she is 
now going to be a telephone operator. 
Sylvia Duddy is a Cadet Nurse and is gradu-
ating this month; she will then be a lieutenant 
in the Army Nurse Corps. 
Lucille Duddy is in the Navy Nurse Corps. 
Huth Perry is married. 
\Iary Louise Lynch is at Beals Business Col-
lege. 
Eileen Hackett and Patricia Towle sell tick-
ets at our local theatres. 
Charlotte O'Leary is a teacher in \1ilbridge, 
\le. 
Frances \1cDonough is at the Maine School 
of Commerce. 
Patricia McDonough is a nurse in the Sisters 
I Iospital at Waterville. 
BPtty O'Leary is at home. 
Frances Burke is employed at the New Eng-
land Telephone Company. 
Elaine Crossman is employed at Woolworth 
Company. 
\ta,ina Julian is employed as stenographer for 
Dr. Cumprecht. 
Evelyn Ceaser is employed at the Bangor Air 
Base as stenographer. 
\lurial DPGrasse is emploved in a grocery 
store on Third St. · 
Huth E. Grady- Student at Heynolds School, 
South Portland. 
Compliments of 
EDDIE'S AND JOE'S 
Barber Shop 
Stale Street Bangor, Me. 
LARGA Y ' S 
"Bangor's Smartest Men's Shop" 
18 Broad St. Bangor, Me. 
I lome of Kuppenheimer G-Ood Clothes 
Complime11ts of 
EARL F. PERRY 
ST ATE STREET DRUG STORE 
257 State Street Bangor, Me. 
WALKOVER AXD FREEMAN SHOES 
FOR MEN 
ARCH PRESERVEH AXD GOLD CROSS 
SHOES FOH WOMEN 
CURRAN CO. BOOT SHOP 
Where U ~feet 'URE Friends 
PROUT'S DOG HOUSE 
Lower :\fain St. 
City 
Compliments 
of 
The Staff of the 
U.S. 0. - N. C. C. S. 
CLUB 
Compliments 
of 
ALLAN - LEWIS CO. 
181 Exchange St. 
Bangor, :\faine 
Compliments 
of 
A FRIEND 
Compliments 
of 
HOTEL RITZ-FOLEY 
20 State St. 
Compliments 
of 
FURBUSH-ROBERTS 
PRINTING CO. 
108 Exchange Street 
Bangor, Maine 
Bangor 
Forty-one 
ICE CREAM 
"Deliciously Different" 
Compliments of 
GARLAND STREET 
PHARMACY 
HOULIHAN'S 
PHARMACY 
The Rexall Stores 
Compliments 
of 
JOHN LAFFEY'S 
Shell Station 
120 Garland St. 
Compliments 
of 
N. SEARLE PERRY 
Balligor 
Compliments of 
Bangor Office Supply 
18 Post Office Square 
Compliments of 
J.E. CONEY 
MEATS AND GROCERIES 
Bangor 
277 Grove St. Bangor, Me. 
Forty-two 
Compliments 
of 
RICHARD D. CROWE 
MODERN CLEANSERS & DYERS 
The Only Bargain in Dry Cleaning is Quality 
•There's a Difference" 
171 Park Street, Bangor, Maine 
Telephone 2-2235 
Forty-three 
WIGHT ' S 
Sporting Goods 
Spalding Equipment 
Johnson Outhoards 
Profile Snowsruits 
Pearson Archery 
BICYCLE 
Expert Repairing 
OUTBOARD 
If it's right it came from Wight's 
Established 1902 Incorporated 1929 
Compliments of 
TOWNSEND'S FOOD SHOPS, 
Inc. 
Dealers in 
Everything For The Table 
11 Water Street 271 State Street 
Complete Food Markets 
Bangor, Maine 
Forty·! our 
Compliments 
of 
DAKIN SPORTING GOODS CO. 
Athletic and Photographic Supplies 
and Equipment 
2.5 Central Street Bangor, ~laine 
BACON & ROBINSON CO. 
Established 1854 
Alfred J. Hobinson, Pres. 
Garrett D. Speirs, Treas. 
C. D. Mc<::ready, Sec'y 
·COAL· 
• BACONG ROBINSON Co· 
• 0 IL • 
COAL - COKE OIL - WOOD 
IH State St. 
TELEPIIO'.'IES: 
1.57 () . 4.577 
Bangor, ~le. 
WABI 
9 1 0 on your dial 
COMMUNITY BROADCASTING SERVICE 
Affiliated Station 
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SiERVICE 
Offices and Studios: 57 State Street 
Bangor, Maine Tel. 6446 
Compliments 
of 
MOTHER'S BREAD 
BANGOR BAKING CO. 
100 Center St. 
Bangor, Me. 
Fort·1l-fivo 
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EASTERN TRUST 
AND 
BANKING COMPANY 
2 STATE STREET, BANGOR 
with 
$200,000.00 Capital and $1,078,354.00 Surplus and 
Undivided Profits Earned 
Offers to Its Patrons Every Form of 
Banking Service 
Commercial 
Trust - Bond - Foreign 
Exchange - Savings 
Safe Deposit Vaults 
OFFICERS 
WILLIAM P. NEWMAN, President 
HARRY A. Lrrn.EFU."LD, Vice-President and Treasurer 
KARL R. PHILBRICK, Secretary and Trust Officer 
GEORGE T. CARLISLE 
RAYMOND w. DAVIS 
HARRY A. LrITLEFIELD 
Old Town 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
STEPHEN WHEATLAND 
Branches 
WILLIAM P. NEWMAN 
HAROLD M. PIERCE 
CORNELIUS J. RUSSELL, SR. 
Machias 
"We Know How" 
HILLSIDE DYE HOUSE, INC. 
6.'5 State St. Bangor, \le. 
